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ABSTRACT 

The past few years have seen the Global Positioning System (GPS) reach maturity with 
the completion of the satellite constellation, the increased availability and affordability of 
user equipment and the adoption of GPS as the technology of choice in a number of 
positioning and navigation applications. In fact, as we end the millennium, GPS 
positioning is well on its way to becoming the next utility. While GPS in "stand alone" 
mode can globally satisfy the positioning needs of a wide range of users, more 
demanding applications already require that users operate in a "differential" mode with 
respect to a ground based reference station or network. The increasing demand for 
observations from reference stations with accurate coordinates and the need to maintain 
and upgrade a uniform and consistent spatial reference system is leading to the 
deployment of continuously operating GPS tracking networks, more cornmonly referred 
to as GPS Active Control Systems. 

This thesis considers three particular areas of interest in the implementation and use of 
Active Control Systems. First, "Canada's Active Control System (CACS) - Data 
Acquisition and Validation" describes the status of CACS as it existed in 1993, proposes 
an approach to assessing the quality of GPS observations and details its implementation. 
Then, "Precise Positioning with a Difference" describes and evaluates the use of precise 
GPS orbit and clock products for precise pseudorange point positioning. Finally, 
"Positions for GIS: Getting them Right the First Time" considers issues regarding the 
integration of GPS derived positions in Geographic Information Systems(G1S). 

GPS is a tremendously powerful, efficient and effective positioning tool, when used on 
his own. Its combination to ACS technology already provides a new level of precision 
that is progressively becoming the standard in positioning and navigation. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

The Geodetic Survey Division (GSD) of Natural Resources Canada in collaboration with 

other government agencies has implemented a network of remotely controlled stations 

continuously tracking GPS satellites. This network is known as the Canadian Active 

Control System (CACS) and involves GPS tracking stations distributed across Canada's 

landmass. 

Each station of the CACS network is equipped with a high precision dual frequency GPS 

receiver, atomic time standard and meteorological sensor. The satellite data observed at 

al1 stations is transferred to a central processing and storage facility via ground or satellite 

communication links for further treatment and analysis. The initial data validation is 

done at the station level in two steps. The first step assesses the quality of dual frequency 

pseudorange and carrier phase observations. It is performed in observation space and 

therefore does not require the input of GPS satellite orbital information. It involves two 

inter-frequency linear combinations of the raw observables used to detect carrier phase 

cycle slips, establish code multipath levels and rnonitor ionospheric activity. The second 

step of validation is carried out in position space and requires the input of GPS satellite 

orbital information. It uses a single epoch point positioning approach that takes 

advantage of the knowledge of CACS station coordinates and atomic clock behavior to 

monitor GPSKACS system performance and integrity. Details about this approach to 

assessing CACS data quality are addressed in "Canada's Active Control System - Data 

Acquisition and Validation". 

Access to data from the CACS network enables Canadian users who collect their own 

GPS phase observations and use appropriate procedures to derive positions related to the 

Canadian Spatial Reference System (CSRS) with centimeter precision. CACS station 

data is also processed with other international tracking stations through collaboration 

with the International GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS). It permits integration of the 



CSRS into a global reference frarne. The IGS effectively provides timely access to GPS 

tracking data from a global network of stations, has adopted procedures for inter 

cornparison and combination of analysis centre products and promotes standards. As a 

data centre for the IGS, GSD contributes tracking data from a number of CACS stations. 

As an anaiysis centre, GSD produces daily estimates of earth orientation parameters and 

precise GPS satellite orbits and clocks. These products can be used to replace GPS 

broadcast satellite orbits and clocks in post processing to provide users enhanced 

positioning accuracy and efficiency. In pseudorange positioning mode, the use of GPS 

precise orbits and clocks enables users operating a single GPS receiver to effectively 

counteract the effects introduced by Selective Availability. Assuming the use high- 

resolution multipath resistant code tracking receivers, GPS single epoch point positioning 

in a global reference frame can already be achieved worldwide with one metre precision. 

"Precise Positioning with a Difference" describes this approach to precise positioning and 

presents an alternative to conventional Differential GPS (DGPS) for certain categories of 

users. 

Once GPS position estimates are obtained from processing observational data with proper 

algorithms, consideration must be given to the GPS coordinate system and its relationship 

to existing control for proper integration. Issues regarding these aspects of GPS 

positioning for Geographical Information Systems (GIS) applications are addressed in 

"Positions for GIS: Getting them Right the First Time". 



1.0 CHAPTER ONE 

CANADA'S ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM 
DATA ACQUISITION AND VALIDATION 

PIERRE HEROUX AND MARK CAISSY 
CANADA CENTRE FOR SURVEYING 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES 
615 BOOTH STREET 

OTTAWA, ONTARIO, CANADA K1A 0E9 

ABSTRACT. The Geodetic Survey Division of the Canada Centre for Surveying in 

collaboration with the Geological Survey of Canada is implementing a network of 

remotely controled stations tracking Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites. The 

network is known as the Active Control System (ACS). Stations located in Penticton 

(B.C.), Yellowknife (N.W.T.), Algonquin Park (ONT.), St John's (NFLD.) and Albert 

Head (B.C.) are presently operational. Each station of this network is equipped with a 

high precision dual frequency GPS receiver and an atomic time standard. The data is 

transfered daily to a central processing and storage facility in Ottawa via ground or 

satellite communication links. 

The front end data analysis is done at the station level in two phases. The first phase 

assesses the quality of GPS dual-frequency code and carrier phase observations by 

forming two inter-frequency linear combinations of the raw observables. These 

combinations are essentially free of any biases common to both frequencies and have 

been used successfully to detect carrier phase cycle slips, establish code multipath levels 

and monitor daily ionospheric activity at the ACS sites. The second phase is a single- 

point positioning program that uses the knowledge of the ACS station position and 

atomic clock behavior to monitor GPS/ACS system performance and integrity. This 

process estimates the quality of the GPS broadcast ephemeris and the level of system 
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degradation due to Selective Availability. By comparing station results, the variability of 

differential corrections can be estirnated. 

Results from daily processing give an RMS of about 20 centirnetres for the code 

observations from Rogue receivers which is mainly caused by multipath. The carrier 

phases are essentially cycle slip free and have sub-millimetre precision. The RMS for 

single-point positioning fixes which reflects mainly GPS/ACS system performance had 

been at the 5 metre levei until November 15, 1991. SA caused an increase to the 70-100 

metre level without any apparent systematic effect on the daily means. Differential range 

corrections derived at the ACS stations agreed to about 1.5 metres (RMS) for baselines 

of 1500 to 3000 kilometres. 

1. Active Control System (ACS) Data Acquisition 

The current ACS configuration consists of five remotely controled Active Control Points 

(ACPs) located near Penticton (B.C.),Yellowknife (N.W.T.), Algonquin Park (ONT.), St 

John's (NFLD.) and Albert Head (B.C.) with communication links to the processing 

centre in Ottawa. . The ACPs are equipped with Rogue dual frequency GPS receivers 

capable of tracking al1 satellites in view. At predetermined times, depending on data rates 

and remote storage capabilities, data is transmitted from the acquisition sites to the 

processing centre in Ottawa. Once the data has been received from al1 sites for a 24 hour 

period, processing is begun. Information produced by this analysis is stored in files for 

quick reference and detection of problems. 

In Yellowknife, a micro-cornputer is connected directly to a Rogue receiver which 

extracts the data at regularly scheduled intervals. The computer then transmits the data to 

Ottawa over a DEC NET satellite link. In Penticton, St John's and Albert Head, a Rogue 



receiver is connected to a high speed modem and accessed through conventional phone 

lines. Currently, data from the Algonquin Rogue is relayed via satellite and a local area 

network. Data from Yellowknife, Penticton and Algonquin is sent to the Cooperative 

International GPS NETwork (CIGNET) Information Centre in Rockville MD using 

automatic File Transfer Protocol (FTP) over INTERNET. 

For the purpose of daily data validation and performance monitoring, two separate 

programs have been developed to evaluate and report on GPS data quality. The first one 

uses the undifferenced dual-frequency code and carrier phase measurements to assess the 

level of ionospheric activity and multipath. This program also detects and corrects cycle 

slips in the carrier phases to a level compatible with code quality and ionosheric activity. 

The second program is a single-point positioning program that uses dual-frequency code 

observations and broadcast ephemeris to estimate receiver position and clock parameters. 

Knowledge of the receiver location and clock behavior is used to assess the quality of the 

GPS system and the level of Selective Availability (SA). Daily directories contain the 

data and the processing summaries for that particular day. 

2. Ionospheric Activity and Multipath Assessrnent 

The GPS bnosphere and Multipath Program (GIMP) was developed to evaluate and 

report the ionospheric and code multipath conditions prevailing at a site where GPS dual 

frequency carrier phase and code observations are collected. It also detects and estimates 

cycle slips in the carrier phase frorn the ionospheric delay and widelane combinations of 

the carrier and code measurements. This program uses station level observation data and 

doesn't require data differencing or orbit computations. It is fast to execute and gives a 

quick look at receiver tracking performance. With continuous improvement to the quality 

of code tracking and expected reduction of ionospheric activity as we move towards a 



low of the solar cycle after 1991, it is likely that the majority of cycle slips will be 

resolved at the station level without orbital information, 

Program GIMP uses essentially two linear combinations of dual frequency code and 

carrier observations taken between one station and one satellite. The first is a 

combination of L l L 2  carrier phases representing the ambiguous inter-frequency 

ionospheric delay also known as the narrowlane combination. The second is a 

combination of LIIL2 code and carrier observations known as the widelane 

[Blewitt,1989]. While this combination is essentially free of ionospheric effects, it is 

affected by code multipath. Nevertheless, because of inter-frequency differencing, both 

combinations are to a large extent free of receiver and satellite clock effects as weIl as 

orbital errors. Non-dispersive effects such as tropospheric delays also cancel out. Given 

stable ionospheric conditions and a low multipath environment, these time series can be 

used for cycle slip detection and correction. 

2.1 Carrier Phase Narrowlane (Ionospheric Delay Variation) 

The GPS carrier phase observation can be written [Wells et a1.,1986] 

where h carrier wavelength 
carrier phase rneasurement 
satellite-to-receiver distance 
speed of light 
satellite dock error 
receiver clock error 
tropospheric delay error 
ionospheric delay error 
integer carrier phase ambiguity 
random measurement error and multipath effect 

in carrier phase observations. 



With dual frequency measurements, observation equations according to (1) can be 

formed for the L1 and L2 GPS carrier signals. By using the subscripts 1 and 2 to 

designate the frequency used, we obtain, after differencing between frequencies: 

The only effects remaining after inter-frequency differencing of the carrier phase observations 

are the dispersive ionospheric delays, the initial inter-frequency phase ambiguities and the effects 

of measurement noise and carrier rnultipath.By expressing (2) as an inter-frequency difference 

using the subscripts (2-1) and introducing a time interval At between times t and t+l, the inter- 

frequency carrier phase variation over a tirne interval At becomes: 

We see that over the time interval At, the change in inter-frequency carrier phases A424 

equals the sum of the the changes in ionospheric delay dion2-1, carrier multipath and 

noise ~ + 2 -  1. The initial inter-frequency carrier phase ambiguity hN2- 1 remains constant 

as long as the data is cycle slip free. A cycle slip on either L1 or L2 will cause a step of a 

multiple of 5.4 cm (h2 - h l )  in the time series. In order to detect cycle slips with this 

narrowlane combination, it is essential that the ionospheric and carrier multipath 

variations over the time interval At be below this threshold. 



2.2 Ionospheric Activity Assessrnent 

Figures 1 shows the time variations of the inter-frequency ionospheric delay from carrier 

phases observed to satellite PRN 24 from Yellowknife on February 2 and 12, 1992. This 

station and these 2 days were selected because they show the variability of the 

ionosphere in the auroral zone and the effect it has on GPS measurements. Program 

GIMP attempts to estimate the level of ionospheric activity at a given station on a daily 

basis by computing the RMS of the ionospheric variations for al1 satellites in view. For 

the arcs presented here, the ionospheric variations had an RMS of 3.6 cm over 30 seconds 

(1.2 mm./sec.) on February 12, a relatively calm day compared to 37.9 cm (12.6 

mm./sec.) on February 2, during increased ionospheric activity. The ionospheric variation 

statistics are somewhat biased since they aren't normalized to a common satellite 

elevation angle. Nevertheless, since the same observing scenarios are repeated daily, 

these biases are constant and do not affect the comparison of daily results. 

Assessing the level of ionospheric activity is important if this combination of dual- 

frequency carrier phases is used to detect cycle slips. As mentioned earlier, a cycle slip 

on L1 or L2 will introduce a jump that is a multiple of 5.4 cm. To ensure detection at the 

cycle level, variations of less than this threshold over the collection interval are required. 

In the case of the two arcs presented here, we see that it would be possible to detect slips 

at the 1 cycle level on February 12 (RMS=3.6crn/30sec) while this would be impossible 

on February 2 (RMS=37.9crn/30sec). The quality of cycle slip corrections is also very 

much a function of ionospheric activity and it's predictability over time. 



February 12 

February 2 

Tirne (hours) 

Figure 1. PRN 24 - Yellowknife ACP - February 2 and 12,1992 
Narrowlane (Ionospheric Delay) Variation 

2.3 Code and Carrier Phase Widelane Combination (Multipath) 

The widelane combination of dual frequency carrier phase observations (0 1.49) is given 

by (Hatch, 1982), 

The GPS pseudorange observation mode1 can be written [Wells et a1.,1986] 

where z (t) : pseudo-range measurement 
Az(t) : receiver dock offset 
~ ( t )  : random measurement error and code multipath 

in pseudo-range observations 



Two observation equations according to (5) can be fonned for the LI and L2 

pseudoranges. By using the subscripts 1 and 2 to designate the frequency used, we obtain 

an average pseudorange by adding the two equations and dividing by 2. Terms that are 

frequency independent such as clocks and troposphere do not change. 

We can combine the widelane combination of dual-frequency carrier phases with the 

averaged code observations by adding equations (4) and (6) to obtain the following: 

The terms referring to the ionospheric delay on the L1 (dionl ) and L2 (dion:! ) codes and 

to the carrier phase widelane (dion4 ) can be expressed with respect to the inter-frequency 

delay (dion2- 1 ) by: 

Combining the ionospheric terms in (7) using the inter-frequency delay dion2- 1 (t) we obtain: 

By substituting (8) into (7) and regrouping the code and carrier noise and multipath terms ( ~ ( t )  



We see that the left side of the equation contains the widelane combination of the carrier phases 

(A4 [@2(t) -4 1 (t) 1) added to the averaged pseudoranges on L1 and L2 ( [q ( t )  +T 1 (t) ]c/2) as a 

function of the ionospheric delay (dion2-1 ) and the combination of noise and multipath 

Empath (t) . As long as the L1 and L2 carrier phases are cycle slip free, the widelane ambiguity 

term (A4 [N2(t) -NI(') ] ) will remain constant .This equation expressed in terms of time interval 

At results in: 

where: AMB4(t) = [N2(t) - Nl(t) ] 

As long as the data is free of cycle slips, the change in ambiguity terms Ni and N2 over 

At will be zero and the initial widelane ambiguity remains a constant. Therefore, this time 

series contains a small ionospheric component (only 3% of the inter-frequency delay) 

combined with the receiver noise and code and carrier rnultipath. In Figure 1, we see that 

the inter-frequency ionospheric delay varies by a few tens of centimetres over time 

intervals of 5-10 minutes, and that only 3% of that value will affect this time series. This 

indicates that neglecting the ionospheric effect over short time intervals will not bias the 

time series significantly. However, it is possible to estimate this effect using the L1 and 

L2 carrier phases and it can be removed. Under the assumption that the rnultipath has a 

noiselike randorn behavior, it is also possible to average this tirne series over several 



epochs to improve our estimate of the initial ambiguity. Cycle slips on either frequency 

will cause the time series to jump by a multiple of the widelane wavelength (Â4 = 

c/(fl -f2 ) = 86cm.), rnultipath effects must therefore be below that level for cycle slip 

detection or correction. 

2.4 Widelane Time Series and Multipath Estimate 

As shown previously, the station level widelane combination of code and carrier phase 

observations provides a good reflection of the multipath affecting a particular GPS 

antenna at a given location. It is also a valuable time series for detection and estimation 

of station level cycle slips. Figure 2 shows the variation of the widelane combination of 

dual frequency code and carrier phases with respect to time observed along the signal 

path to satellite PRN 24 from Yellowknife on February 2 and 12, 1992. 

February 12 

4 February 2 

Time (hours) 

Figure 2. PRN 24 - Yellowknife ACP - February 2 and 12,1992 
Widelane (Multipath) Variation 

This time series effectively elirninates the ionospheric variations that are apparent in the 

narrowlane (Figure 1). However, the introduction of code measurements affected by 



multipath does not provide the fine resolution of the narrowlane time series. Program 

GIMP provides two estimates of multipath. As long as the carrier phases are cycle slip 

free, the codekarrier widelane ambiguity remains constant for a given satellite. 

Therefore, it is possible to look at observed widelane ambiguity variations over the 

sampling interval or with respect to a mean value computed at an arbitrary reference 

time. By setting the reference time to the arc start time, an arc multipath variation 

estimate is obtained by differencing the multipath observed at each epoch with the 

updated mean arc value. The interval variations show mainly the high frequency 

component of multipath whereas the arc value will indicate the longer term, lower 

frequency component. When integrating the code and carrier observations over time to 

improve the estimate of widelane arnbiguity, it is important to analyze multipath 

behavior. For the arcs presented here, on February 12, the multipath showed interval 

variations with an RMS of 25 cm for 30 seconds sampling and 26 cm for the arc . On 

February 2, the corresponding values were 25 cm and 50 cm respectively. In this 

instance, the difference between the interval and arc vaiues was caused by undetected 

cycle slips. 

The quality of the widelane combination is important for cycle slip detection and 

correction, as cycle slips in the L1 or L2 carriers introduce steps that are multiples of 86 

cm into the widelane tirne series. However, if cycle slips occur simultaneously on both 

frequencies, they cannot be detected by the widelane combination. Given this 86 cm 

threshold for cycle slip detection, widelane time series variations of about 20-30 cm, or 

a quarter of a cycle, are desirable. The Rogue receiver with Dorn-Margolin antenna and 

choque rings at the location chosen in Yellowknife meets that criteria. Program GIMP 

has been used successfully for multipath assessrnent in the process of ACP site selection. 



2.5 Station Level Cycle Slip Detection and Estimation 

The purpose here is not to go into great details about the algorithms used for cycle slip 

detection and correction at the station level, but describe in general terms how it is done 

by combining the two time series discussed above. Since both time series contain dual 

frequency carrier phases, they will both be affected by cycle slips. The narrowlane time 

series will show cycle slips on either L1 or L2 as steps of a mutiple of 5.4 cm.. For the 

widelane combination, they will appear as 86 cm steps, as long as there isn't an equal 

number of slips on each frequency. In order to detect cycle slips using these two time 

series, the narrowlane data should not change by more than 5.4 cm over the sampling 

interval and the widelane variations must remain below 86 cm. 

To maintain flexibility with various data sets and sampling intervals, GIMP sets cycle 

slip detection tresholds as a function of intrinsic data quality. For example, if data is 

collected at a 2 minute rate and the average ionospheric variations over that interval are 

10 cm., the tolerance for cycle slip detection using the narrowlane is set to 30 cm.. In this 

case, a single cycle slip will not be detected by the narrowlane. Similarily, the multipath 

variations over the sampling interval are used to set the threshold for widelane cycle slip 

detection. For example, if the average multipath variation over a 2 minute interval is 

15cm., the widelane cycle slip detection threshold is set to 45 cm This approach does not 

assure cycle slip detection at a given level for al1 data processed, but gives cycle slip 

detection capabilities that are compatible with prevailing ionospheric and multipath 

conditions at collection time. 

Refemng to Figures 1 and 2, a discontinuity in the narrowlane and widelane time series is 

present around 23:OO hours for February 2. It was not identified as cycle slip since the 

narrowlane detection threshold was increased due to large ionospheric variability on that 



day. This shows one of the limitations of the current technique. Nevertheless, most cycle 

slips are detected in this phase of data validation. 

2.6 Summary of Receiver Tracking Performance 

A summary of GPS receiver tracking performance is provided b y  GIMP on a daily basis 

for al1 ACP's. Table 1 shows a sample of the summary for the Yellowknife ACP on 

February 2, 1992. The header gives the name of the data file and observing station with 

the date of collection and data rate. The receiver tracking performance is listed by arc in 

ascending satellite PRN number. The arc statistics include the start and end epoch, the 

number of data points per arc, the number of gaps and cycle slips detected. The 

ionospheric variability is represented by RMS in cm over the sampling interval and in 

mm/sec, The one second gradient is useful for comparing ionospheric activity from 

receivers using different sarnpling rates. The RMS of interval and arc multipath are given 

in metres in the last 2 colurnns. The last line of the table combines information from al1 

observed arcs and is saved in a monthly station file. 

It is followed by a the summary of the cycle slip detection and estimation phase presented 

per satellite in PRN ascending order. The first record contains the PRN number, the time 

interval over which the cycle slip occured, the narrowlane change over that interval and 

the tolerance used (cm) followed by the widelane change and tolerance (cy). The 

following two lines relate to the cycle slip estimation process. The S1 and S2 time 

periods give the length of the data segments used to estimate the cycle slip. The following 

two fields give the predicted ionospheric change over the loss of lock period and its 

precision (cm). Finally, the widelane, L1 and L2 cycle slip values are given with 

precision estimates in parentheses (cy). The purpose of this program is not to provide 

cycle slip detection and correction capabilities that guarantee cycle slip free data. The 



quality of the estimates depend mainly on ionospheric and multipath predictability. When 

data is not collected more frequently than once every 30 seconds, sub-cycle estimates 

cannot be obtained with confidence. Nevertheless, the information given here can prove 

useful in identifying signal obstruction at a given site or assessing receiver tracking 

performance. Note here that al1 3 cycle slips reported occured within 10 minutes of the 

satellite setting. This is not unexpected since our receiver in Yellowknife does not use 

any elevation cutoff angle. 

Finally, a 24 hour tracking table provides a visual representation of observed satellite arcs 

in ascending PRN order. Any asterix (*) represents a 20 minute interval with at least one 

observation and a hat sign (A) shows the occurence of a cycle slip. For Rogue receivers, a 

channel tracking table identifying the PRN number tracked on each channel is also given. 

It has not been included here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GPS Ionosphere and Multipath Program (GIMP-21/04/1992) ............................................................................... 

File : 92FEBlZY.STD Data Rate: 30 sec. 
Station: Y E L L  889201 110 Date : 12/ 2/1992 

SAT START END #OBS. #GAP #C.S. IONOSPHERIC MULTIPATH 
PRN # TIME TIME VARIATIONS INTVL ARC 

(hh:mm:ss) (hh:mm:ss) (cm) (mm/s) c m >  Cm) 



3. GPS System Performance Evaluation from Single-Point Positioning 

3.1 Single-Point Positioning Program Features 

A single-point positioning program using GPS pseudo-ranges and broadcast ephemeris 

provides valuable information in ACS data validation and system performance 

monitoring. The software generates GPS navigation solution using pseudo-ranges frorn 



one receiver to al1 observed satellites at one epoch providing the receiver's three 

dimensional position and clock offset with respect to GPS time. Two basic operating 

modes were implemented: 

a. FLOAT mode, where the receiver's coordinates and clock offset are considered 
unknown and an independent solution is computed for each epoch when 4 or 
more satellites are observed. The float mode processing provides tirne series of 
estimated range residuals, receiver positions and clock offsets for each epoch. 

b. FIXED mode, where the receiver's coordinates are known and the clock offset 
can be fixed or solved for. When the receiver clock is solved for, range 
corrections are obtained when at least 2 satellites are tracked. When the receiver 
clock is fixed, range corrections are computed for al1 tracked satellites. This 
option requires a very stable receiver dock  and is mainly used for 
troubleshooting. The fixed mode processing provides time series of range 
corrections. 

3.2 Purpose of Single-Point Positioning in ACS Context 

Single-point positioning using GPS pseudo-ranges, broadcast ephemeris and precise 

positions of tracking stations is used: 

to assess and monitor the quality of the broadcast ephemeris from range 
corrections computed from a network of known stations. This allows for the 
estimation of the level of Selective Availabiiity (SA) implemented and allows for 
GPS system performance evaluation; 

to evaluate receiver clock performance and detect biases in the broadcast GPS 
epherneris which affect positioning accuracy ; 

to establish quality of range corrections for differential GPS positioning. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

Graphical output sumrnary for station Penticton during November 1991 is shown in 

Figure 3. This data set was selected because it clearly shows the effect of SA after 

November 1 5. 
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Figure 3a. Penticton ACP - November 1991 
Daily RMS of Range Residuals (m.) 

Figure 3a shows the daily RMS of the range residuals obtained from independent 

solutions for receiver position and clock when more than 4 satellites were observed 

simultaneously. The range residuals represent uncertainties in the broadcast ephemeris 

and the effect of SA. A closer inspection of the range residuals showed a random-like 

distribution of the residuals for the 2 minute sampling rate used in Penticton. Range 

residuals for November 22,23,24,29 and 30 were at 50 to 100 metres level due to GPS 

control segment testing and are not shown on this rnonthly surnrnary. 

Figure 3b shows the effect of the range errors on the estimates of the station X,Y and Z 

coordinates. This has been done by computing the RMS of the differences between the 

receiver daily mean position and positions computed at epochs where 4 or more sateIlites 

were observed while the Geometric Dilution Of Precision (GDOP) was below 10. 

Figure 3b. Penticton ACP - November 1991 
Daily RMS of Position Variations (m.) 



The degradation introduced by SA appears to be in agreement with 2-D, 100 meter 

position precision at 95% confidence level, announced in the U.S. Federal 

Radionavigation Plan. The values obtained on November 22,23,24,29 and 30 were in the 

range of 300 to 1000 metres and are not shown. 

Figure 3c gives the difference between the mean daily station position and the known a 

priori value. The SA has not affected the mean daily position significantly in this data 

set. 

Figure 3c. Penticton ACP - November 1991 
Position Differences (Daily Mean - Known Position) (m.) 

4. Estimating the Quaiity of Range Corrections 

Since the stations of the ACS have well known positions and use dual-frequency GPS 

receivers equipped with stable external frequency standards, it is possible to compare the 

observed and nominal ranges (computed from broadcast ephemeris and known station 

position) to a satellite and derive ionospheric free range corrections at each station of the 

network. Subsequently, range corrections computed at different sites can be inter- 

compared and their quality assessed. Since range corrections depend greatly on the 

spatial correlation between various error sources present at different locations, their 

agreement will depend greatly on the length of the baseline separating the stations. The 

presently available ACP sites are separated by baselines 1.5 to 4 thousand kilometers in 



length. Range corrections computed independently at stations Penticton, Yellowknife, S t- 

John's and Algonquin using data collected during the month of April 1992 have been 

compared. 
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Figure 4a. Range Corrections .W. Time 
PRN 2 - Algonquin and Yellowknife ACP - April 1,1992 

Figure 4a shows typical range corrections computed for a three and a half hour arc to 

satellite PRN 02 from stations Yellowknife and Penticton on April 1, 1992. We note 

range corrections variations of the order of plus or minus 60 metres, the main 

contribution coming from SA. Data rates of 30 and 120 seconds were used in 

Yellowknife and Algonquin with measurements synchronised to the same GPS time 

epoch. Because of the scale used in Figure 4a to represent the large range corrections, it is 

difficult to appreciate the agreement between range corrections computed independently 

at both sites. 
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Figure 4b. Range Correction Differences .vs. Time 
PRN 2 - Algonquin and Yellowknife ACP - ApriI 1,1992 

Figure 4b was obtained by differencing range corrections computed at a common time 

epoch in Yellowknife and Algonquin. The time series shows minimum and maximum 

differences of -1.7 and +1.8 metres with a mean and RMS of -0.3 and +0.7 metres. 

Considering that Algonquin and Yellowknife are separated by almost 3000 kilometres, it 

is encouraging to see how well the range corrections agree. The larger variations apparent 

during trhe period of 21 to 22 hours are possibly due to the low elevation of PRN 02 that 

varied from 6 to 21 degrees over Algonquin. 
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Figure 4c. RMS of Range Correction Differences (metre) 
ApriI1992 - Penticton, Yellowknife, St-John's and Algonquin 

To obtain more global estimates over Canada, range corrections were computed for al1 

satellite arcs observed daily from al1 ACS stations. Algonquin was then chosen as 

reference to compare range corrections from Penticton, Yellowknife and St-John's. For 

each day of April 1992, the RMS of the range correction differences are reported on 

Figure 4c. We see that range correction differences have an RMS of 1 to 1.5 metres for 

al1 baselines. 

Dual frequency code and carrier phase observations are validated at the station level 

without orbital information to assess ionospheric variability and multipath effects. Code 

and carrier combined multipath at al1 ACPts is at the 20 cm Ievel. Single point positioning 

from the ACS provides estimates of GPS system performance and the status of SA. 

Inter-comparison of ionospheric free range corrections between ACP's agrees at the 1.5 

metre level for basehes of 1500 to 3000 km. 
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Abstract 

The introduction of Selective Availability (SA) has degraded the precision attainable 

using the Global Positioning System (GPS) at a single epoch with a single receiver to 

about 100 metres. Most GPS users who require higher precision now operate 

differentially with respect to a known reference to eliminate the effects of SA and 

significantly reduce common station errors. As the distance between a roving receiver 

and its reference increases, the comrnonality of errors is reduced and applying range 

corrections from a single reference station may not provide optimal results. This problem 

is usually addressed by operating differentially with respect to a network of reference 

stations. 

The 'difference' this paper proposes is the use of precise satellite orbits and clocks for 

point positioning. Daily, the Geodetic Survey Division (GSD), Natural Resources 

Canada (NRCan) generates precise GPS satellite orbits and clocks in a standard format 

which are contributed to the International GPS Service for Geodynamics (IGS). Higher 

frequency satellite clocks are subsequently computed from the Canadian Active Control 

System (CACS). These products can be included in a point positioning software interface 

and provide high precision to users operating a single GPS receiver. With the use of 

quality receivers, this rather simple approach can offer precision of one metre or better 

and satisQ a wide range of spatial referencing requirements. 

Presented at: Geomatics '95, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, June 13-15, 1995 



1. Introduction 

A global network of GPS tracking stations has been established over the past few years 

through the formation of the International GPS Service for Geodynarnics (IGS) (Neilan, 

1993). The IGS presently collects GPS data at about 65 globally distributed tracking 

stations. The Geodetic Survey Division (GSD), Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), in 

collaboration with the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) has established the Canadian 

Active Control System (CACS). It is an essential component of a modern fully 

integrated spatial reference system to support geodetic positioning, navigation and 

general purpose spatial referencing. The system consists of unattended tracking stations, 

referred to as Active Control Points (ACPs), which continuously record carrier phase and 

pseudorange rneasurements for al1 GPS satellites within station view (Figure 1). 

Presently, ACPs are located in Algonquin Park, Ont., Yellowknife, N.W.T., Penticton, 

Victoria, Williams Lake and Holberg, B.C., St. John's, Nfld., Schefferville, Qué., and 

Churchill, Man. Each ACP is equipped with a high precision dual frequency GPS 

receiver and an atornic frequency standard. Temperature, pressure and humidity data are 

also collected at selected ACP sites. The data collected at each ACP is retrieved on a 

daily basis by a central processing facility in Ottawa. 

Data from five CACS stations is contributed daily to the global IGS network. As an IGS 

Analysis centre, NRCan also computes daily precise GPS satellite orbits and clocks to 

facilitate positioning with the highest precision for geodetic control networks and crustal 

dynarnic studies. The CACS precise satellite orbit and clock products can also be used 

for precise point positioning to satisS> a wide range of spatial referencing requirements. 

The following reviews the steps leading to the production of precise GPS satellite orbits 

and clocks. It also describes the CACS single-point positioning interface. Finally, 

positioning results attained using this approach are analyzed. 
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Figure 1. Canadian Active Control System Network Configuration 

2. CACS Precise Orbits and Clocks 

Since August 1992, the GSD has been processing data from a number of CACS stations 

augmented with 12 to 18 stations of the IGS global core network to compute precise GPS 

orbits. For this purpose, the GIPSY II 1 OASIS system developed by the Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory is used on an HP90001700 series UNIX platform. The estimation strategy is 

based on undifferenced phase and smoothed pseudorange data. The satellite States, earth 

orientation parameters, station and sateIlite docks as well as station coordinates and 

tropospheric delay are estimated daily for 24 hour arcs. The reference frame is realized 

by constraining a number of selected tracking station coordinates to their adopted values 

in the International Earth Rotation Service (ERS) Terrestrial Reference Frame of 1992 

(ITRF92). Al1 constrained station coordinates, constants, gravity and radiation pressure 

models conform to IGS/IERS standards. A more complete description of the NRCan 

processing strategy may be found in Kouba et al., 1993. 



On a daily basis, NRCan has been contributing to IGS/IERS precise GPS satellite orbits, 

clocks and Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) (NRCan, 1994). At the present time, 

precise satellite orbits and clocks are produced every 15 minutes and archived in the 

standard SP3 fonnat (Remondi,l989). NRCan is one of seven IGS Analysis Centres that 

ca ry  out independent computations of GPS satellite orbits, clocks and EOP. Quality 

control is insured through cornparison of results between centres. This operation is 

conducted routinely through the IGS orbit combination (Beutler at al., 1993) and has 

shown a precision of 10 cm, 1 nanosecond and 0.5 mas respectively for the NRCan orbit, 

dock and EOP results (Kouba et d., 1993). An alternate way to verify the quality of 

precise orbits and clocks is to use them for pseudorange single-point positioning. Results 

obtained using this approach show absolute positioning precision at the sub-meter level 

(Héroux et al., 1993). 

3. CACS Satellite CIock Computation 

Selective Availability (SA) is presently the main source of error in GPS single point 

positioning and is carried out through the dithering of GPS satellite clocks using a 

random process that has a period of a few minutes and an amplitude of about 100 

nanoseconds. Once we have an accurate representation of the GPS satellite clock, it is 

possible, in post processing, to remove satellite clock errors from the pseudorange 

measurements. At the present time, precise satellite orbits and clocks are generated in 

SP3 format at 15 minute intervals. To be useful to users interested in short site 

occupancy or kinematic operations, the 15 minute precise satellite clocks need to be 

computed at a higher rate. 



Since ail CACS stations observe GPS satellites at 30 second intervals and are equipped 

with high precision atomic clocks that can be precisely monitored, CACS data can be 

used to observe the higher frequency variations of the GPS satellite clocks. At a given 

epoch, a particular satellite is tracked by several CACS stations and multiple satellite 

clock sarnples are available and combined into a single GPS satellite clock estimate. This 

effectively reduces station dependent errors (mainly multipath) and atmospheric mode1 

uncertainties while connecting the visibility period of a particular satellite between 

stations. This results in precise satellite clocks at 30 second intervals for Iong and 

continuous satellite arcs. It assures precise positioning in any Canadian location without 

the requirement to 'match' satellite coverage wjth a reference station as is the case in 

conventional differential operations. 

Daily satellite clock files at 30 second intervals applicable Canada wide are presently 

being produced routinely by combining range data from CACS sites. Global clocks may 

also be produced if required. The format under which the clock estimates are being 

archived is in agreement with a proposed IGS standard (Zumberge,l993). The fields in 

each record are: 

Table 1 
Precise satellite clock file field description 

1 Field # 1 Field Description (code or units) 1 
7 1 

2 
Record type (c=clock) 

Processine centre (ernr) 
3 
4 

A sample from a daily clock file is given in Table 2. The clock estimates for al1 CACS 

visible satellites are stored sequentially in time for a one day period. The estimated 

u . , 
Satellite identifier (prn number) 
Time of satellite clock estirnate 

I 5 
6 

(year, month, day, hour, minute, second) 
Estimated satellite clock offset (seconds) 

Precision of clock offset (seconds). 



satellite clock offsets Vary widely from one satellite to another. This is to be expected 

given the varying dnft rates of the satellite clocks. Since the satellite clocks are estimated 

from al1 CACS stations from which the satellite is visible, a precision estimate can be 

derived at each epoch from the differences in the satellite clock estimates from the 

contributing stations. Generally, these values are in the 1-3 nanosecond range and are a 

reflection of the varying multipath and troposphenc conditions prevailing at the different 

stations, the ionosphere being eliminated with a dual-frequency model. This 1 

nanosecond precision in satellite clock corresponds to 30 centimetre uncertainty in range. 

This is the level at which it is presently possible, using carrier-srnoothed code 

observations, to estimate satellite clocks. 

Table 2 
Precise satellite clock file sarnple 

t pc sat  y r  mm dd hr  mn sec c l k  offset(s) 

c emr prnl5 1993 09 16 00 00 0 0 0  .000028707423 
c emr prn28 1993 09 16 00 00 0 0 0  .000032778384 
c emr prnl2 1993 09 16 00 00 0 0 0  .000690244138 
c emr prn23 1993 09 16 00 00 0 0 0  .000000952164 
c emr prn0l  1993 09 16 00 00 .a000 -.000056312352 
c emr p r n t l  1993 09 16 00 00 ,0000 -.000005793945 
c emr prn09 1993 09 16 00 00 -0000 -.000002618134 
c ernr prn31 1993 09 16 00 00 0 0 0  .000038487659 
c ernr prn26 1993 09 16 00 00 .0000 -.000008515005 
c emr prnl7 1993 09 16 00 00 .0000 -.000032398715 
c ernr prnl5 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 .000028705458 
c emr prn28 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 .000032819140 
c emr prnl2 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 .000690241405 
c ernr prn23 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 .000000966630 
c ernr prn011993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 -.000056322265 
c emr prn211993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 -.000005812782 
c emr prn09 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 -.000002630544 
c ernr prn31 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 .000038499901 
c ernr prn26 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 -.000008492424 
c emr prnl7 1993 09 16 00 00 30.0000 -.000032366016 

preci sion(s) 

The effects of SA on GPS satellite clocks can be observed in the time variation of Block 

II satellite dock estimates. Figure 2 shows satellite dock variations with respect to an 

initial epoch at 30 second intervais over a 30 minute period. Satellites prn 12 and 3 1 are 



respectively Block 1 and Block II satellites. For pm 12, not affected by SA, the clock 

varies linearly by -30 nanoseconds over the 30 minute period, mainly due to the drift of 

the satellite time standard. Departures from a straight line reflect the precision of the 

CACS satellite clock estimates. For pm 31, the clock variations are within a band of +/- 

150 nanoseconds reflecting the clock dithenng effects typical of SA. In this instance, it is 

difficult to appreciate that the satellite clock estimates for pm 31 are as precise as for pm 

12 because of the large periodical variations caused by SA. Nevertheless, it is confirmed 

through cornparison of satellite clocks estimated from different CACS stations. 

+ PRN 12 - BLOCK 1 - NO Selective Aviiilability 
+ PRN 3 1 - BLOCK II - WITH SeIective Availability 

Time (minutes) 

Figure 2. Satellite dock variations 

4. Point Positioning with CACS Products - A Precision Analysis 

Any user with the ability to convert his GPS observation data, collected in static or 

kinematic mode, into the standard RINEX format (Gurtner, 1994), can use point 



positioning software which interfaces with CACS products for data reduction. The 

precision of the positioning results will depend mainly, as stated earlier, on the ability to 

compensate for ionospheric delay, the code resolution of the receiver and the multipath 

rejection characteristics of the antenna. The following sections look at a few different 

scenarios involving receivers with different capabilities. 

4.1 Dual-Frequency 

To assess the quality of results attainable in pseudorange point positioning with precise 

orbits and clocks, a data file frorn a station in Churchill observed on October 22, 1994 

was processed. 

The positions resulting from the processing were used to create figures 4 and 5 which 

show the consistency of independent position determinations in Churchill for the 

horizontal and vertical components. In this case, data was collected at a 30 second rate 

and we could therefore obtain position estimates at that interval. Each one of the 

positions presented here is independent, meaning that no filtering or constraints were 

applied to either observations or parameters. Obviously, during the day a nurnber of 

different satellite combinations of varying geometry were used. The daily mean position 

derived from 2874 independent estimates differs from the known position of Churchill by 

-4, -20 and -17 centimeters in Iatitude, longitude and height respectively. 

The more interesting result is the consistency of the single epoch position determinations 

in the horizontal and vertical components. The standard deviations from the daily mean 

are 43 and 27 centimeters in latitude and longitude and 80 centimetres in height. This 

represents the level of precision that can be attained at a single epoch by any Canadian 

user uperating a single dual-frequency receiver when he uses CACS precise satellite 



orbits and clocks. These results were obtained with a high quality dual-frequency code 

tracking receiver (Turbo-Rogue) in static mode. Obviously, ionospheric delays were well 

compensated using the dual-frequency model. 

-4 -3 -2 -1  O 1 2 3 4  
Longitude (m) 

Figure 4. Churchill Horizontal Components 
DUAL FREQUENCY 

Figure 5. Churchill Vertical Component 
DUAL FREQUENCY 



4.2 Single-Frequency 

Many users with single frequency equipment will also be interested in using precise 

orbits and clocks while operating a single receiver. It is therefore interesting to consider 

the influence of not applying ionospheric corrections. For cornparison, the same daily 

data file from Churchill at 30 seconds interval is used, but only the L1 observations are 

considered and processed using precise satellite orbits and clocks. The positions resulting 

from the single frequency point positioning were used to create figures 6 and 7 which 

show the consistency of independent position determinations in Churchill along the 

horizontal and vertical cornponents. 

The RMS of the 2874 position determinations about the mean is 1.09, 0.53 and 2.13 

metres respectively in latitude, longitude and height. This daily mean position is 

different from the known position of Churchill by 15 and -15 centirneters in latitude and 

longitude and 2.29 metres in height. As can be expected the vertical component is the 

most affected by neglecting the ionospheric delay. Height variation with respect to time is 

presented in Figure 7 and differences of up to 7 metres are noticeable at certain tirnes of 

day. Along the horizontal components, there are no apparent biases introduced at this 

level of precision. 
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Figure 6. Churchill Horizontal Components 
SINGLE FREQUENCY 

Time 
Figure 7. Churchill Vertical Component 

SINGLE FREQUENCY 



A daily single-layer model grid of vertical ionospheric delays, based on dual-frequency 

CACS observed path delays, can be used to correct observed single frequency ranges for 

ionospheric effects (Gao, 1994). The CACS positioning interface program provides users 

the option of applying this ionospheric grid. When applying modeled ionospheric 

corrections to the L1 ranges at Churchill, we obtain a mean daily position that differs 

from the truth by -6 and -18 centimeters in latitude and longitude and -42 centimetres in 

height. Along the horizontal components, these results compare well with the 

ionospherically corrected results. Along the height component, the 2.29 meter daily mean 

bias that was present using L1 ranges without the model has now been reduced to 42 

centimetres. As for the RMS about the mean for the 2874 position estimates, they are 

now 1.75, 0.82 and 2.72 metres in latitude, longitude and height respectively. The RMS 

of the height component is still high at 2.7 metres, indicating that refinements to the 

single layer model are still required. 

Table 3. 
Single-Point Positioning Results (m) 

Single Frequency 
Ionos~heric Mode1 

Dual Frequency 

Latitude 

4.3 Pseudorange Resolution and Multipath Reduction 

Single Frequency 

Longitude 
Height 

The previous sections have demonstrated that horizontal positioning with precision of 

one metre could be achieved with single or dual frequency GPS receivers and precise 

DFFF 
-0.04 
-0.20 
-0.17 

CACS orbits and clocks. These precisions were also reached with a receiver operating in 

RMS 
0.43 

kinematic mode in a marine navigation environment as reported in Lachapelle et al, 1994. 

DIFF 
O. 15 

0.27 
0.80 

When using precise orbits and clocks, the errors in the user's position originate mainly 

. 
RMS 
1 .O9 

DIFF 
-0.06 

-0.15 
2.29 

RMS 
1.75 

0.53 
2.13 

-0.18 
-0.42 

0.82 
2.72 



from the quality of the pseudorange measurements and the multipath rejection 

capabilities of the GPS receiver. The benefits of using quality code tracking GPS 

receivers with CACS precise orbits and clocks are clearly illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. 

First, positions are computed at one second intervals with a high quality single-frequency 

receiver using the GPS broadcast orbits and clocks. During the 25 minute time segment 

considered here, the RMS of the variations about the mean in latitude, longitude and 

height are 22, 15 and 65 metres. In this instance, positioning is affected mainly by SA 

(errors in broadcast orbit and effects of satellite clock dither) which causes the position to 

Vary systematically with respect to time. Secondly, precise CACS orbits and clocks are 

used for positioning with pseudorange observations from a low quality GPS receiver. The 

RMS of the variations in latitude, longitude and height are now reduced to 7.2,6.4 and 13 

metres . A more random distribution of positions about the mean is now apparent since 

the systernatic effects of SA have been removed. Finally, precise CACS orbits and 

clocks are used with pseudorange observations from a high quality GPS receiver, 

lowering the RMS of the variations in latitude, longitude and height to 0.45, 0.42 and 1.5 

me tres 

This short analysis shows the wide range of precisions that can be obtained with similar 

data and emphasizes the need to assess the quality of the GPS equipment before 

performing a survey. When occupying known control stations to validate equipment and 

procedures, care must be given to assure compatibility of the coordinate systems used for 

cornparison (Erickson, 1994). 
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Figure 8. Horizontal Positioning Precision Cornparison 
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Figure 9. Vertical Positioning Precision Cornparison 



Conclusion 

Precise GPS satellite orbits and clocks are produced daily by NRCan as an Analysis 

Center contributing to IGS. High frequency (30 seconds) satellite clocks are also 

computed over Canada from the CACS. A point positioning software interface was 

developed to use CACS products to provide enhanced precision to users operating a 

single GPS receiver. With the use of quality receivers, it is shown that this rather simple 

approach can offer precision of one metre or better and satisfy a wide range of spatial 

referencing requirements. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a very powerful tool which hm, and will continue 

to provide the location data for attnbutes in many Geographical Information Systems 

(GIS). Manufacturers of GPS equipment have developed low cost, user-friendly receivers 

and software which are capable of easily satisfjing rnany users' positioning requirements. 

Assurning the successful operation of GPS receivers and software, other measures are 

necessary to ensure the integrity of positions being entered into a GIS. This paper 

addresses one very essential consideration in using GPS for GIS: coordinate systems. As 

well, three positioning techniques suitable for many GIS are discussed and compared: 

single point positioning; differential positioning; and single point positioning with precise 

orbits and clocks. Results based on this iast, recently introduced technique show that metre 

leveI accuracies may be achieved with a single receiver. Finally, a few suggestions are 

offered for novice users to help get GPS positioning right the first time. 

1 . Introduction 

Location data is a fundamental element of Geographical Information Systems (GIS). More 

and more, GPS is being used as the tool for GIS georeferencing. The successful 

Original version presented at Decision 2001, Toronto, Ont., September 12-16, 1994 



application of GPS is dependent on understanding its coordinate system, achievable 

accuracies and limitations. 

This paper explains the significance of the GPS coordinate system and how large positional 

errors in a GIS may be avoided through careful attention to coordinate systems. 

Al1 GPS positioning is not the same. Accuracies ranging from 100 m to millimetres may 

be achieved depending on the data collection and processing techniques, and the hardware 

and software used. As cm be expected, in general, the higher the accuracy, the higher the 

GPS positioning cost. This paper describes three lower accuracy techniques, based on 

code (also cded  pseudorange) measurements, which are suitable for GIS applications. 

One of these techniques, single point positioning with precise ephemerides and clocks, is 

particularly noteworthy as it is new to the GPS positioning community (Héroux et al., 

1993) and has significant benefits for many GIS applications. An awareness of the 

different GPS positioning alternatives is important so that the technique most appropriate 

for a specific requirement is applied. 

The paper concludes with comments on the limitations of GPS positioning and suggestions 

to help ensure the successfid application of GPS for GIS georeferencing. 

2 .  Coordinate Systems 

There are currently 25 GPS satellites orbiting 20,000 km above the earth, configured in a 

constellation such that at least four satellites are visible anywhere in the world at anytime. 

These satellites broadcast data which is collected by GPS receivers and used for computing 

positions. In a simplified sense, positioning with GPS is achieved by simultaneously 

recording the signals from at least four satellites at the user's receiver. By knowing the 

locations of the satellites in the sky (referred to as orbits or ephemerides), the point of 



intersection of the four signds may be computed. It is therefore necessaty to relate the 

coordinates of the GPS satellites to the coordinates used daily in GIS (Figure 1). 

GPS 
WGS8 

satellii 

most Canadian GIS are based on NAD27 or NAD83 
horizontal1 y and orthometric (msl) heights vertically 

Figure 1. Single Point Positioning and Coordinate Systems 

The orbits of the GPS satellites are referenced to WGS84 (World Geodetic System 1984) 

and are usualIy represented in Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) such that the ongin is at the 

centre of the earth, the x axis passes through the Greenwich Meridian and the z axis passes 

through the north pole. 

In GIS, horizontal coordinates are usually represented as latitudes and longitudes, or UTM 

northings and castings, based on a reference datum such as NAD27 or NAD83. Each of 

these datums is in turn based on an ellipsoid which represents the size and shape of the 

earth. An ellipsoid is a srnooth mathematical surface which can be thought of as a sphere 

that is "squashed" at the poles. Points on the ellipsoid may be represented as Cartesian 

coordinates or as latitudes, Iongitudes and ellipsoidal heights (i.e. height above the 

ellipsoid). 

In GIS, vertical coordinates are usually represented as heights above mean sea level, which 

are referred to as orthometric heights. 



2.1 Horizontal Coordinates 

Horizontal coordinates based on the North Arnerîcan Datum of 1983 (NAD83) are fully 

compatible with the WGS84 GPS based coordinates. The same cannot be said for the 

forerunner to NAD83, the North Arnerican Datum of 1927 (NAD27). Shifts in geodetic 

coordinates resulting from the transition from NAD27 to NAD83 range from about 120 

metres westerly on the West Coast to 70 metres easterly in Newfoundland and 100 metres 

northerly in the high Arctic as shown in Figure 2. The correspondhg Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates have a fairly consistent northward shift ranging 

from about 200 to 250 metres (Pinch, 1990). The shifts are a result of using an earth- 

centred ellipsoid consistent with WGS84 instead of a non-geocentric ellipsoid as used in 

NAD27, and removal of distortions in the NAD27 coordinates through a complete 

readjustment. 



GEODETIC coordinates 4 Vector Scale 
UTM coordinates - O 100 200 300 rnetres - 

vector distances are shown in metres 

Figure 2. NAD27 - NAD83 Coordinate Difference Vectors (adapted from Pinch, 1990) 

Users of GPS must ensure data collected in WGS84 coordinates is used in an NAD83 

based GIS, or transformed to be compatible with the GIS datum. Faiiing to take this step 

could introduce very large errors into a data base. 

Note that some GPS receiver manufacturers include software to carry out these 

transformations. Usually, such software packages only take into account the shifts 

between the two reference ellipsoids, and not the removal of NAD27 distortions. 

Consequently errors up to 20 m may still remain in some transformation packages 

(Junkins, 1990). The user must ascertain if such transformations are sufficiently accurate 

for their needs. Transformation software between NAD27 and NAD83 which more fully 

models the actual local shifts is available from provincial survey agencies and the Geodetic 

Survey Division of Geomatics Canada (see Appendix). 



2.2 Vertical Coordinates 

The link between the ellipsoidal heights derived from GPS and the mean sea level 

(orthometric) heights, which we comrnonly deal with, is more complex than the datum 

relationship for horizontal coordinates. 

Orthometric heights actualiy are referenced to the geoid. The geoid is defined as an 

equipotential surface (Le. a surface on which the gravity potential is constant) that closely 

represents mean sea level. It forms a smooth but irregular surface around the earth that 

differs significantly from the geometrically defined ellipsoid. 

The ellipsoidal and orthometric heights are linked by the geoid height as illustrated in 

Figure 3. The geoid height may be obtained from a geoid model related to the WGS84 

ellipsoid such as that computed by the Geodetic Survey Division, referred to as GSD91 

(Véronneau and Mainville, 1992). It is therefore possible to obtain orthometric heights 

from ellipsoidal heights with knowledge of the geoid height at a location, as inteipolated 

from a geoid model. (Note that some GPS receiver rnanufacturers provide geoid models 

from which orthometric heights are computed. The user must ascertain if the 

geoid models are sufficiently accurate for their needs.) 

embedded 

ellipsoidal height (from GPS) 
- eeoid hei~ht  (from geoid model) 
= orthometric height 

Figure 3. How to Derive Orthornetric Heights from GPS 



GPS users operating in single point positioning mode for height determination must 

ascertain whether ellipsoidal or orthometric heights are produced by their receiver's 

processing software. Geoid heights (i.e. the difference between ellipsoidal and orthometric 

heights) in Canada vary up to k5O m, depending on location, which is therefore the 

maximum error one would expect if ellipsoidal heights were mistakenly taken as 

orthometric heights. 

Note that for relative positioning where the position of one point is determined with respect 

to another, an orthometric height may be derived with smaller errors if the orthometric 

height of the reference point is known. This is because the relative differences between the 

ellipsoid and geoid are much smdler than the absolute differences between the two 

surfaces. 

For GPS positioning, it is important to be aware of coordinate systems (i.e. NAD83 

coordinates or others, orihometric or ellipsoidal heights) and to take the appropriate steps to 

ensure the right data is entered into a GIS. (Further information on coordinate systems, the 

geoid and their significance for GPS positioning may be found in Erickson, 1993.) Most 

professional surveyors are farniliar with these concepts and should be consulted by GIS 

developers who are exploring the use of GPS. 

3 .O GPS Positioning Methods for GIS 

GPS positioning accuracies ranging from centimetres to 100 m may be desired, depending 

on the specific GIS requirements. This paper will limit discussion to lower accuracies (1 to 

100 m) based on using code measurements, which are often more economically viable for 

GIS applications. Single point positioning, differential positioning and single point 

positioning with precise orbits and clocks will be discussed. 



3.1  Single Point Positioning 

Single point positioning is achieved by intersecting the measurements from four or more 

satellites at a single receiver on the earth's surface. The accuracies achievable using single 

point positioning are 100 m 2dms horizontally and 156 m 20 verticaliy assuming 

favourable satellite geometry. These accuracies apply equally to static or kinematic single 

point positioning. Solutions rnay be attained almost instantaneously, using an inexpensive 

GPS receiver. 

The lirnited accuracy achievable with single point positioning is mainly due to inaccuracies 

in the broadcast satellite orbits and clocks. In addition, the delay of the signals as they 

travel through the earth's ionosphere and troposphere reduces accuracy . Multipath (i .e. the 

reception of signals which reflect off ground surface objects rather than traveling directly to 

the antenna) and receiver noise (Le. the receiver's limitations in accurately rneasuring the 

code) also affects resulting accuracies. 

The U.S. Department of Defense, which maintains the GPS satellites, intentionally 

degrades the broadcast satellite orbits and dithers the satellite clocks as part of an official 

policy to limit positioning accuracy for unauthorized users. This degradation is referred to 

as Selective Availability (SA). 

Two techniques may be used to improve the cited 100 m accuracies to the 1 to 10 m level: 

(1) differential positioning, and (2) single point positioning with precise orbits and clocks. 

In each method, improved results are achieved by greatly reducing some of the above 

mentioned error sources, including the effects of S/A. 

3 .2  Differential GPS Positioning 

Differential positioning rnay be conducted with either post-mission or real-time khematic 

processing. The former is simpler and less expensive, while the latter is complicated by the 



requirement for a real-time data link. Using differential positioning, the coordinates of one 

point which is used as a base station must be known. The difference between the measured 

satellite ranges at this base station and the "true" satellite ranges is computed to produce a 

correction, which is then applied to measured ranges at a second point. The conected 

ranges are used to compute coordinates in a single point positioning algorithm. The effect 

of orbit and satellite dock errors, as well as atrnospheric delays, are greatly reduced using 

this technique, leading to accuracies ranging from 1 to 10 m. 

Some of the factors which affect whether 1 m or 10 m accuracy is achievable using 

differential GPS include the distance from the base receiver, receiver characteristics (noise, 

multipath resistance), and satellite geometry. 

Differential GPS may be carried out by using two receivers with one serving as a base 

station, using one receiver and subscribing to a service that supplies differential GPS 

corrections (Reason, 1994) or using one receiver with data colected at a Canadian Active 

Control System site (see Figure 4). Differential GPS is a well-accepted technique which 

has been applied in the GPS community for several years. 



O Monumented temporary CACS tracking sites 

Figure 4. Canadian Active Control System Network Configuration 

A variation of differential GPS which may be encountered, particularly in navigation 

applications, is wide area differential GPS (WADGPS). In this technique, information to 

produce range corrections is derived frorn multiple base stations instead of just a single 

base station (Mueller, 1994). Wiîh WADGPS the requirement of being close to a base 

station to achieve higher accuracies is greatly reduced. 

3 .3  Single Point Positioning with Precise Orbits and Clocks 

Single point positioning with precise orbits and clocks is sirnilar to differential positioning 

in that large orbital and clock errors are greatly reduced, however the approach used is 

significantly different. Instead of determinhg range corrections at a base station and 

applying them at the point requiring coordinates, the broadcast orbit and clock pararneters 

are replaced by precise orbits and clock pararneters, which are available as a product of the 

Canadian Active Control System (CACS). The differences between single point 



positioning, differentid positioning and single point positioning with CACS precise orbits 

and clocks are illustrated in Figure 5. 

Single Point 
Positioning 

Differential 
Positioning 

Single Point 
Positioning with 
CACS Precise 

Orbits and Clocks 

broadcast orbits & > - 100 m accuracy 
measured 

pseudoranges 

broadcast orbits & 
clocks 

measured > - 1 to 10 m accuracy 
pseudoranges 

+ 
corrections from 

base station 

CACS precise orbits 
& clocks > - 1 to 10 m accuracy 
measured 

pseudoranges 

Figure 5. Code Positioning Techniques 

A description of the Canadian Active Control System is necessary to understand the source 

of the precise orbits and clocks. 

The Canadian Active Control systern consists of unattended GPS tracking stations 

distributed across the country (see Figure 4) referred to as Active Control Points (ACPs). 

These ACPs continuously record carrier phase and pseudorange measurements for all GPS 

satellites within station view. The data colIected is retrieved on a daily basis by a central 

processing facility in Ottawa. The main objectives of the CACS are (1) to provide direct 

and convenient access to the Canadian Spatial Reference System and (2) to irnprove 

effectiveness and precision of GPS applications. This is accomplished by providing a 
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fiducid reference frame, by computing and making available precise satellite ephemendes 

(orbital parameters) and precise satellite clock corrections; by monitoring GPS integrity and 

performance from the analysis of data acquired through continuous tracking and; by 

supporting Differential GPS development and other services (geodynarnics, precise thne 

transfer, etc.). 

The CACS orbits, which are also based on a number of global sites, have an accuracy of 

approximately 10 cm, which is fat superior to the 5 - 10 m accuracy of the GPS broadcast 

orbits. Similarly the CACS precise clocks are accurate to 1 nanosecond (30 cm), whereas 

the broadcast clocks are only accurate to 70 - 100 nanoseconds (21 - 30 m). 

Single point positioning with precise orbits and clocks was recently introduced in the GPS 

cornrnunity (Heroux et al., 1993; Lachapelle et al., 1994). Program SPARC (Single Point 

and Range Corrections) was developed by the Geodetic Survey of Canada as an interface 

program for CACS products (see Appendix). The program performs standard single point 

positioning (i.e. with broadcast orbits and clocks), single point positioning with precise 

orbits and clocks, as well as differential positioning with respect to a single base station. 

As single point positioning with precise orbits and clocks is new to the GPS comrnunity, it 

is worthwhile to show some results demonstrating its capabilities compared to use of 

broadcast orbits. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the quality of positioning possible at a single epoch with a single 

receiver when using either the broadcast orbits and clocks or the CACS precise orbits and 

clocks. Program SPARC was used in post-processing. The data set was collected in static 

mode at a 1 second rate at station "Babbage" in Ottawa on August 4, 1994 between 

l2:49:SS and 13: 15: 14 UT using a NovAtel GPS receiver. 

In Figure 6, the difference in latitude and longitude from the known coordinates is shown 

for single point positioning solutions using a) broadcast orbits and clocks, and b) CACS 



precise orbits and clocks. The plots show independent one second solutions for each orbit 

type. Errors up to 60 metres in latitude and 25 metres in longitude are evident when 

broadcast orbits and clocks are used, compared to errors of less than three metres in each 

direction when CACS precise orbits and clocks are used. 

In Figure 7, the difference from the known ellipsoidal height is shown. The height 

discrepancies, which range up to 140 m when broadcast orbits and clocks are used, are 

lirnited to a few metres through use of CACS precise orbits and clocks. 

3.4 Comparison of Code Positioning Techniques 

Of the three code positioning techniques described, each has advantages and disadvantages 

as listed in Table 1. It is up to users, to be knowledgeable about the different options, and 

choose which technique is most appropriate for their application. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Latitude and Longitude of Single Point Solutions using 
a) broadcast orbits and clocks and b) CACS precise orbits and clocks. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of Heights of Single Point Solutions using a) broadcast orbits and 
clocks and b) CACS precise orbits and clocks. 



Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Three Code Positioning Techniques 

Single Point Positioning 

(with broadcast orbits and clocks) 

Differential Positioning 

(based on code measurements) 

Single Point Positioning 
with CACS Precise Orbits 

and Clocks 

advantages 
base station not required 
static or kinematic 
real time or post-mission 
uses al1 satellites in view 

disadvantages 
low accuracy (- 100 m) 

advantages 
static or kinematic 
real tirne or post-mission 
higher accuracy (1 to 10 m) 

disadvantages 
base station required 
must match correction and measurement files 
can only use satellites which are also in view at 
base station 
data link required for real-time 
accuracy dependent on distance from base station 

advantages 
base station not required 
static or kinematic 
higher accuracy (1 to 10 m) 
automatically tied to Canadian Spatial Reference 
Sy stem 
applicable for al1 of Canada 
uses al1 satellites in view 

disadvantages 
currently only post-mission processing possible 



4 .  GPS for GIS - Getting it Right 

Up to this point, the importance of the horizontal and vertical coordinate systems and a 

discussion of three code positioning techniques suitable for GIS applications have been 

presented. A few other items are worth mentioning to help get GPS for GIS right the first 

time. 

Users should always be aware of one of the greatest limitations of GPS, that is the 

requirement that the satellite-receiver path be unobstnicted. It is impossible to use GPS in 

tunnels or underpasses, very difficult amongst urban high-rises, and difficult in forested 

areas. It is for this reason that several positioning systems offer integration of GPS with 

complementary technologies. 

With GIS, attribute data is typically collected and tagged with a position. For optimal 

efficiency and accuracy, time tagging of the measured attribute and the position data should 

be automatically linked (Gilbert, 1994). 

The most important step in ensuring success of GPS for GIS is to test the full system from 

data collection to final processing. The equipment used for GPS varies greatly in 

complexity, cost and capabilities. It cannot be assumed that all accuracy claims given by 

equipment manufacturers or other users will be consistently met under al1 production field 

conditions, and hence it is important to test and evaluate the equipment. For the same 

reasons it is also important to test and evahate GPS processing software and techniques. 

The position integrity should be tested by using points of known superior accuracy, and the 

fit with the GIS application should be tested with field trials. 

GPS is a tremendously powerful, efficient and effective positioning tool, which when used 

with care, wilI form a major input for a GIS system. 
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This product is available from: 

Geomatics Canada 
Geodetic Survey Division 
Information Services Section 
615 Booth Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
KIA OE9 
Tel: (6 13) 995-44 1 O 
Fax: (6 13) 995-32 15 
E-mail: information @ geod.nrcan.gc.ca 

For product support and assistance, contact: 

Systerns Development Section 
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NOTICE 

The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. This 
software is still under development and we welcome your comments and suggestions for 
improvement. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The User acknowledges that the Software and documentation, which has been 
prepared or published by Her Majesty acting through the Department of Natural 
Resources Canada (NRCan), is protected under the Copyright Act and belongs to 
Her Majesty. 

The User shall not sell, loan, transfer or license the Software or otherwise assign 
any rights under this Agreement to any third party without the prior written 
permission of NRCan. 

If the User wishes to produce a product for retailing or other purposes including 
the Software supplied by Her Majesty, a licensing agreement will be required and 
may be negotiated with NRCan to authorize the development and/or sale of such a 
produc t. 

The Software is provided on an "as is" basis and Her Majesty makes no 
guarantees, representations or warranties respecting the Software, either expressed 
or implied, arising by law or otherwise, including but not lirnited to, effectiveness, 
completeness, accuracy or fitness for a particular purpose. 

Her Majesty shall not be liable in respect of any claim, demand or action, 
irrespective of the nature of the cause of the claim, demand or action alleging any 
loss, injury or damages, direct or indirect, which may result from the User's use of 
the Software or in any way relating to this Agreement. Her Majesty shall not be 
liable in any way for loss of profits or contracts, or any other consequential loss of 
any kind resulting frorn any defect in the Software. 

The User shall indernnify and Save harmless Her Majesty and Her Ministers, 
officers, employees and agents from and against any claim, demand or action, 
irrespective of the nature of the cause of the daim, demand or action, alleging 
loss, costs, expenses, darnages or injuries (including injuries resulting in death) 
arising out of the User's use of the Software or in any way relating to this 
Agreement. 
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Preamble 

The Geodetic Survey Division of Geomatics Canada, in partnership with Geological 

Survey of Canada, is presently operating the Canadian Active Control System (CACS) to 

provide improved GPS positioning capability for the Canadian surveying and geophysical 

community as well as for a multitude of other GPS users. The system consists of 

unattended tracking stations distributed across the country, referred to as Active Control 

Points (ACPs), which continuously record carrier phase and pseudorange measurements 

for al1 satellites of the Global Positioning System (GPS) within station view. Each ACP 

is equipped with a high precision dual frequency GPS receiver and an atomic frequency 

standard. The data collected is retrieved on a daily basis by a central processing facility 

in Ottawa. 

The CACS provides efficient access to modem spatial reference frarnes (NAD83, ITRF, 

etc.) and improves effectiveness and accuracy of GPS applications. This is accomplished 

by monitoring GPS integrity and performance from the analysis of data acquired through 

continuous tracking; by computing and making available precise satellite ephemerides 

(GPS orbits) and precise satellite clocks; by supporting Wide Area Differential GPS 

(WADGPS) development and other applications (geodynamics, precise time transfer, 

etc .) 

The CACS observational data, precise GPS satellite ephemerides and precise satellite 

clock corrections are available from the Geodetic Survey Division. 

Program GPSPACE (GPS Positioning from ACS Clocks and Ephemerides) has been 

deveioped at Geodetic Survey Division and is part of the CACS line of products. 



Requests for information on CACS products or your comments on this software should 

be directed to: 

Information Services 
Geodetic Survey Division 
615 Booth Street 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A OE9 

Tel: (6 13) 995-44 10 
Fax : (6 13) 995-32 15 
Internet: information@geod.nrcan.gc.ca 



1. Introduction 

GPSPACE (GPS Positioning from ACS Clocks and Ephemerides) is a GPS positioning 

program for post-processing static or kinematic pseudorange (code) data. It applies 

precise satellite orbit and clock information computed from the Canadian Active Control 

System (CACS) to correct systematic errors in the user's observed pseudoranges. The 

precise orbits (ephemerides) and clock corrections are applicable anywhere in Canada 

(and potentially worldwide) and provide positioning accuracies in the 1 to 10 metre range 

(RMS) depending on the user's receiver measurement noise and multipath. 

GPSPACE uses observation and ephemeris files in RINEX or Rogue STD formats and 

processes data sequentially in time, estimating independent positions for every epoch 

where a minimum of 4 satellites are available. It also allows for input of precise 

ephemeris information in the SP3 format and precise satellite clocks in an IGS proposed 

standard. Programs that will convert data from the receiver proprietary format to the 

RINEX format are normally part of the software suite provided with the receiver or can 

be obtain from the receiver manufacturer's representative. 

GPSPACE was written in the FORTRAN programming language and developed under a 

UNM operating system. To date, it has been transferred to a persona1 computer and runs 

under DOS. This document outlines the basic features of GPSPACE and presents results 

obtained with data from selected sites of the Canadian Active Control System. 



2. Using GPSPACE to Improve Positioning Precision 

2.1 What is the Approach Used by GPSPACE? 

Differential GPS (DGPS) operations provide a method to cancel errors introduced by 

selective availability (SA), which is the main source of error in GPS code positioning, 

and atmospheric delays that originate dong the signal path. The Local Differential GPS 

(LDGPS) approach corrects for those errors that are assumed common to receivers 

observing in the same area. When reference and roving receivers become separated by 

large distances, this assumption does not hold tnie and applying pseudorange corrections 

from a single base station does not produce optimal results. The solution for this is to 

apply a correction to the users observed pseudoranges derived from precise satellite clock 

information that accounts for the clock dithering introduced by selective availability 

(SA). Precise satellite clocks that apply within Canada are computed daily from the 

CACS network and stored in daily files that are available electronically through the 

INTERNET network or on magnetic media from the Geodetic Survey Division (GSD). 

Users operating a single GPS receiver within Canada can therefore obtain differential 

positioning precisions by using the information contained in daily satellite ephemeris and 

clock files while simuItaneously linking directly into the CACS reference frame. Upon 

request, satellite clock files can also be generated by GSD for other parts of the world. 

The advantage of using precise satellite clocks is that some of the station specific errors 

can be accounted for directly, as opposed to assuming comrnonality of errors between 

base station and remote which is done when a single reference is used. Since the precise 

satellite clocks are based on a network of accurately known reference points, some of the 

uncertainty associated with using coordinates and data from a single base station is 

effectively removed. The well distributed stations of the CACS also ensure a common 



satellite visibility for any Canadian user at any time of day. This eliminates the problem 

of 'matching' observations between remote and reference sites sometimes associated with 

LDGPS. Precise satellite clocks are currently archived at 30 second intervals, but 

GPSPACE will automatically interpolate these to the user's observed data rate. 

The remaining accuracy limitation is due mainly to the uncertainties resulting from 

atmospheric biases. For the ionospheric delay, dual-frequency users can take advantage 

of the dispersive nature of the ionospliere to correct the delay from their observations. 

Single-frequency users are left with the use of the broadcast model which is known to 

have some limitations. It should be noted however, that the impact of the ionospheric 

delay on the positioning accuracy is concentrated in the vertical component of the 

position and therefore having very little influence on the horizontal components. GSD is 

presently working on the development of a single layer ionospheric model based on the 

CACS data that can be used in GPSPACE to improve ionospheric delay correction for 

single frequency user's. As for the tropospheric error, it can be reduced through the use 

of models that require the input of surface meteorological data. Presently, GPSPACE 

allows for a single meteorologicd input per processing session. 

2.2 GPSPACE Program Flow 

GPSPACE operates as a navigation program using pseudoranges observed from one 

receiver to al1 visible satellites at one epoch to determine the receiver's three dimensional 

position and its clock offset from GPS time. An independent solution is computed at 

each epoch when 4 or more satellites are simultaneously tracked. The processing output 

is a time series of estimated receiver positions and clock offsets. 



Input of processing parameters such as observed frequency, observation file format, 

ephemeris type and initial position estimates is required before GPSPACE initiates 

processing. Then, the broadcast or precise ephemeris information is read and sorted by 

reference time and satellite. Finally, the measurement data is accessed sequentially and 

processed epoch by epoch. 

A sumrnary file contains session statistics consisting of average and RMS of pseudorange 

residuals for each satellite arc, average receiver position computed from al1 independent 

position fixes and receiver clock offset and drift. For each observation epoch, estimated 

receiver coordinates and differences from initia1 values are written to a position file. 

Finally, a single record session sumrnary is output to a session file. 

3. Minimum Computer Operating Specifications 

The following minimum specifications are recommended for an efficient operation of 

GPSPACE: 

Processor: 386DX, 16 Mhz with 2 Mb's of RAM or 
386SX 16 Mhz with a math CO-processor 

and 2 Mb's of RAM 
DOS Versions: 5.0 t h  7.0 Compatible 

The DX series of cornputers have the Integral Math Co-Processor Chip capability. 

GPSPACE was compiled with the DOS LaheyIFortran compiler to take advantage of the 

presence of Extended Memory (XMS). The program will require a total of 800 Kb of 

combined lower memory and extended memory. If this amount is not present or is 

currently in use by other applications, GPSPACE will be unable to load. The following 

is recornmended for the basic memory management part of your configsys file: 



The owners manual and DOS manual should be consulied to ensure that any other drivers 

are loaded as necessary for your normal computer operations. 

Note that the presence of Expanded Mernory Managers (EMS) is not required and may in 

some cases conflict with the operation of GPSPACE. Expanded memory managers 

include the following and they may need to be disabled to permit the execution of 

GPSPACE: 

HiMemEMM386 (DOSS/DOS7) 
QEMM386 (Quarterdeck) 
386MAX (Qualitas) 

Depending on the arnount of RAM available in the computer you may want to configure 

some software disk caching which may improve the performance of GPSPACE and this 

can be done with the use of SMARTDRV which is included with DOS5 thm DOS7 The 

DOS manual should be consulted for the correct use of SmartDrive keeping in rnind that 

software disk caching also consumes available Extended Mernory (XMS) and in 

cornputers with 4Mb's of RAM or less it may be preferable to reduce or disable 

SmartDrive altogether to free up more Extended Memory. 



Running GPSPACE 

4.1 Set Up and Execution 

The prograrn is installed simply by complying the files GPSPACE.EXE and 

GPSPACE.CMD to a directory at the choice of the user. The sample data sets can be 

copied to the same directory or any other. The following table summarizes what are the 

files required to run GPSPACE. 

File Requirement 

File Type 

Program 
executable 
Option file 

Meteorological 
data 
Observational 
data 

File Naming 

Ephemeris data 

Comments 

GPSPACE.EXE 

FFFFFFFF.CMD 

FFFFFFFF.MET 

Clock 
Corrections 
Single layer 
ionospheric 
mode1 

or Rogue STD 1 

Requirement 

mandatory 
or Rogue STD or 
NGS SP3 format 

Location 

mandatory 

mandatory 

optional 

mandatory 

user's choice 

optional 

optional 

required for 
improved accuracv 1 

user's choice 

same as 
GPSPACE.EXE 
same as 
GPSPACE.EXE 
user's choice 

user's choice 

user's choice 
- - - 

to improve 
ionospheric 
modeling for 
single frequency 
users [not yet 
availablel 

Execution is initiated by keying in GPSPACE and pressing return. Execution can be 

initiated from the directory where GPSPACE.EXE resides or from another directory by 

specifying the appropriate path name if it hasn't already been set under DOS with the 

PATH comrnand. Program GPSPACE starts by interactively requesting the name of the 



rneasurement file. This file must be in the RINEX format and may reside on any 

directory as long as the appropriate path is specified. 

Then the user is prompted for the cornmand file which contains the processing options. 

Once the command file has been read, the program displays its contents to the screen. If 

no command file is specified, GPSPACE reads the default command file gpspace.cmd 

from the directory on which the GPSPACE executable resides. Modifications are made 

by inputting the number of the option to be changed and the new value, separated by a 

comma or blank (a complete description of the command file options is provided in the 

following section). After acceptance of the command file options, GPSPACE will offer 

to update the command file with the current options. This is useful if many mns are to be 

performed with the same or similar options or parameters. 

Subsequently, GPSPACE will look for a meteorological file having the same name as the 

command file with extension '.met1. If no meteorological file is found, standard 

meteoroIogica1 values are displayed, giving the user the opportunity to make required 

changes in the same fashion as for the command file. As for the command file, these 

changes are in effect only for the current execution of the program. Permanent changes 

must be made by editing a meteorological file. 

Once the command and meteorological files have been read, the names of the broadcast 

or precise ephemeris file is requested. Broadcast ephemerides need to be in the RINEX 

format or, if using precise ephemerides, these need to be in the NGS SP3 format. Again 

the ephemeris file used can reside on any directory as long as the proper path is specified. 

Depending on the options selected, the input of additional files rnay be required and must 

be supplied by the user. If CACS based precise satellite clock corrections are to be 



applied, its file name must be specified. When using a single frequency receiver, the 

ionospheric delay can be compensated for with a single-layer ionospheric grid that is 

produced daily from CACS observed dual frequency ionospheric delays. When the user 

selects the single-layer ionospheric mode1 option, he wiIl also be prompted to input its 

file name. [the production of the single-layer ionospheric models is presently in 

development and not available yet] 

GPSPACE INTERACTIVE INPUT 

GPS-PACE - Versions 3.0 (1 994- 12- 12) 
GPS Processing using Acs precise Clock and Ephemerides 

COPYRIGHT Geodetic Survey Division, 1994 
Al1 rights reserved 

All terms in condition apply as detailed in 
*Terms and Conditions for Software* 

included in documentation 

tEnter MEASUREMENT input file narne : algo3410.940 
tEnter COMMAND file name 

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS WERE SELECTED IN FILE gps-pace.crnd 

1. FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS ( l=L 1,2=~2,3=L3) 
2. PRINT CODE ( 1 =SHORT,2=LONG) 
3. MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT ( 1 =RNX,2=STD) 
$. EPHEMERIS TYPE ( 1 =BCST,2=SP3) 
5. APPLY CLOCK CORRECTIONS ( 1 =N0,2=YES) 
S. FILTER RANGE OBSERVATIONS ( 1 =N0,2=YES) 
7. APPLY IONOSPHERIC MODEL (l=N0,2=YES) 
3. REFERENCE SYSTEM (1 =NAD83,2=WGS84,3=ITRF) 
3. PSEUDO-RANGE S.D. (m) 
10. LATITUDE (deg,+N) or ECEF X COORDINATE (m) 
1 1. LONGITUDE (deg,+E) or ECEF Y COORDINATE (m) 
12. HEIGHT (m) or ECEF Z COORDINATE (m) 
13. ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) 
14. CUTOFF ELEVATION (deg) 
15. GDOP CUTOFF 

L3 
SHORT 
RNX 
BCST 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NAD 
1 .O00 
45.956 
-78.07 1 
200.858 
.IO0 
10.000 
7.000 

ENTER OPTION # AND NEW VALUE (OR 0,O TO CONTINUE) 



THE FOLLOWING METS WERE FOUND IN FILE algo.met 

1. Temperature (degrees C) 
2. Pressure (millibars) 
3. Relative humidity (percent) 

ENTER OPTION # AND NEW VALUE (OR 0,O TO CONTINUE) 
0,o 
+Enter BROADCAST EPHEMERIS file name :algo3410.94n 

4.2 GPSPACE Command File 

As mentioned in the previous section, the command file contains a certain number of 

input parameters and processing options that need to be set. The number of available 

options and required parameters has been kept to a minimum to simplify the operation. 

Each line of the command file contains a character string describing the variable being 

input followed by the variable itself. When GPSPACE is run for the first time and no 

command file is specified, file 'gpspace.cmd' is created and contains a set of default 

values. It can be edited interactively during execution and will be stored on the directory 

on which the GPSPACE executable resides. Here is a description of the options 

supported by the program: 

FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS (1 =Ll,2=L2,3=L3) 

The first command line specifies the type of observation to process, either L1, L2 or L3 
code. Single frequency receivers provide only the L1 (1575.42 MHz) observable. Dual 
frequency receivers provide the additional L2 (1227.6 MHz) observable. The 
ionospheric free linear combination of L1 and L2 gives the L3 observable. Obviously, 
the L2 and L3 options are available for dual-frequency data onIy. 

PRINT CODE (l=SHORT,2=LONG) 

This option controls the arnount of output being sent to the print (summary) file during 
program execution. A print (summcuy) file is automatically created by GPSPACE using 
the prefix of the observation file narne and replacing its suffix with h m ' .  For example, 
the sumrnary file created when processing observation file algo125 1.940 will be called 
algo 125 1 .sum. The SHORT output generally contains the session processing summary 
while the LONG output provides the result of every position determination throughout 
the session. Section 5.1 gives more details about the contents of the print (sumrnary) file. 



MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT (1 =RNX,P=STD) 

This line identifies the formats of the measurement and navigation files (RNX or STD). 
For Rogue STD data format, navigation records are imbedded in the measurement file, 
therefore the measurement and navigation file names are the same. While users will 
generally process data in the RINEX format, this option provides Rogue users the 
advantage of processing their data directly in the receiver specific STD format. 

EPHEMEIUS TYPE (1 =BCST,S=SP3) 

The format of the ephemeris file is specified here. The broadcast navigation message or 
precise ephemerides can be input. 

PRECISE SATELLITE CLOCKS (1 =N0,2=YES) 

The option to apply precise satellite clock corrections follows and should be activated 
only when a daily precise satellite clock file is available from the CACS network. 

FILTER OBSERVATIONS ( 1 =NO,2=YES) 

The option to filter pseudorange observations is included so that carrier phase 
observations, if available, may be used to filter the code data and reduce the effects of 
multipath. This option is only available for dual-frequency observations at the present 
time. 

IONOSPHERIC MODEL (l=N0,2=YES) 

A single-layer model representing the ionosphere is computed daily from the dual- 
frequency delays observed at al1 tracking stations of the CACS. For single-frequency 
users, this model can be used to compensate for ionospheric effects. [IN 
DEVELOPMENT, NOT YET AVAILABLE] 

REFERENCE SYSTEM (l=NAD83,2=WGS84,3=ITRF) 

By default the coordinates computed by GPSPACE will be expressed in the coordinate 
system of the input ephemerides. For instance, coordinates will be in the WGS-84 
system if broadcast ephemerides are used and in the ITRF system if CACS precise 
ephemerides are used. This option allows for the conversion of the estimated receiver 
coordinates to the desired reference system. 

PSEUDORANGE S.D. (m) 

This option allows the user to provide an estimate of the quality (standard deviation) of 
the input pseudorange observations. This variable is used to reject outliers from the 
processing using a 3 sigma check on the epoch residual. 

ELLIPSOIDAL OR ECEF CARTESIAN COORDINATES 

Approximate coordinates need to be input as initial values for the position estimation 
process. Two formats can be used and will be recognized automatically by the program: 
Ellipsoidal coordinates specified by latitude and longitude (positive eastward) in decimal 
degrees and ellipsoidal height (sea level height + Geoid undulation) in metres or Earth 
Centered Earth Fixed (ECEF) Cartesian coordinates using X,Y,Z components in metres. 



When observations are in RINEX format, approximate Cartesian coordinates for the 
station may be contained in the observation file header. They are used if there is no 
existing command file or if the initial coordinates contained in the input command file are 
zero. Coordinates scaled of a map are more than adequate for preliminary runs. 
However, it is recommended to perform a final run using the mean position output in the 
summary file from a previous run since the quality of the input coordinates may affect the 
tropospheric modeling, especially with low elevation satellite observations. 

ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) 

The height of the antenna phase centre above the marker in metres follows. When using 
observations in the RINEX format, antenna height above the station marker may be 
contained in the observation file header. If there is no existing command file or the 
antenna height contained in the input command file is zero, the one found in the RINEX 
observation file header is included. 

CUTOFF ELEVATION (deg) 

Satellite observations below the specified horizon cutoff elevation angIe are not included. 
Usually, this cut off angle is set somewhere between 10 and 20 degrees. 

GDOP CUTOFF 

The GDOP cutoff threshold is used only with regards to the computation of the session 
mean position. It allows for the rejection of positions that were estimated under poor 
satellite geometry. 

GPSPACE COMMAND FILE SAMPLE 

1. FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS (1=L 1 ,2=~2,3=~3)  L3 
2. PRINT CODE ( 1 =SHORT,2=LONG) SHORT 
3. MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT ( 1 =RNX,2=STD) STD 
4. EPI-IEMERIS TYPE ( l=BCST,2=SP3) BCST 
5. APPLY CLOCK CORRECTIONS ( l=N0,2=YES) NO 
6. FILTER RANGE OBSERVATIONS ( 1=N0,2=YES) NO 
7. APPLY IONOSPHERIC MODEL (l=N0,2=YES) NO 
8. REFERENCE SYSTEM ( 1  =NAD83,2=WGS84,3=ITRF) NAD 
9. PSEUDO-RANGE S.D. (m) 1.000 
10. LATITUDE (deg,+N) or ECEF X COORDINATE (m) 45.956 
1 1. LONGITUDE (deg,+E) or ECEF Y COORDINATE (m) -78.07 1 
12. HEIGHT (m) or ECEF Z COORDINATE (m) 200.858 
13. ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) ,100 
14. CUTOFF ELEVATION (deg) 10.000 
15. GDOP CUTOFF 7.000 



4.3 GPSPACE Meteorological File 

This file is intended for input of surface meteorological information used to estimate the 

tropospheric delay. Temperature, pressure and relative humidity are required. 

The following information is contained in the meteorological file: 

'TEMPERATURE (Deg C.)' 20 
'PRESSURE (millibar) ' 1000 
'RELATIVE HUMIDITY (9%)' 50 

GPSPACE allows for the input of only one set of meteorological parameters per mn. If 

the meteorological file does not exist, values of 20 degrees C., 1000 millibar and 50% 

humidity are defaulted to and can be modified interactively. 

5.0 Program Output 

In order to reduce the number of entries by the user, a convention is used to automatically 

name the output files. The convention uses the name of the input measurernent file and 

replaces its extension according to the type of file created: .sum for the ASCII summary 

file, .pos for the ASCII epoch point position file and .ses for the single record session 

summary. Since the input measurement file name (including its path) is used in the file 

naming convention, output files will be created on the directory on which the 

measurement file resides. 

5.1 GPSPACE Summary File 

The summary file may contain a partial or complete report of what happened during 

program execution depending on whether the SHORT or LONG output option was 



selected. Regardless of the output option selected, the surnmary file will always contain a 

list of the options that were in effect for the current run, the meteorological data that was 

used, the satellite clock file name if precise satellite clocks corrections are applied and a 

block of information summarizing the processing results. 

This final block is divided in three tables. The first one contains header information 

giving the observation file processed, station name, data rate and date of data collection. 

It is followed by the list of al1 satellites processed, with tirne of beginning and end of arc, 

number of pseudoranges observed, number of pseudoranges rejected by the various 

screening process and average pseudorange residual and RMS. The number of rejections 

by the various screening process appears under specific headings indicating the cause for 

rejection: RES for pseudorange residual exceeding the standard deviation from the 

command file, ELV if observation is below the cut off elevation, CLK if no 

corresponding clock correction is available, EPH if no corresponding ephemeris data is 

available, GE0 for insufficient geometry i.e. the observation is at an epoch with less than 

four satellites, OUT if the observation an outlier based on other miscellaneous filters. 

The second table contains positioning results. The first row gives the initial position in 

Cartesian and ellipsoidal coordinates as input from the comrnand file. The second row 

contains the mean coordinates obtained from combining al1 epoch position 

determinations with GDOP below the specified cutoff. The estimates of precision in the 

following line are the RMS of the differences between each determination and the mean 

dong the 3 Cartesian and elIipsoidal components. Finally, the difference between session 

mean and initial input position is reported. These session mean estimates are meaningful 

mainly when the receiver is in static mode. When processing data collected from a 

moving platform, large session position RMS are expected, It should be noted that the 

output coordinates are in the reference system selected in the comrnand file. In addition 



the height cornputed is a height above the reference ellipsoid. To obtain an elevation 

above mean sea level (also called orthometric height) the Geoid undulation must be 

applied. This value, in Canada, varies from -50 to +10 meters depending on the 

geographic location. Software QUAD available from the Geodetic Survey Division 

aIlows to compute this value based on the GSD91 Geoid model. 

Finally, in the last table, estimates of the receiver clock parameters are provided. These 

estimates result from a linear regression through the receiver clock offset estimated at 

each epoch. These values will be rneaningful only if the receiver time standard exhibits a 

linear behaviour over the observation period. They are independent of receiver 

dynamics. 



-------------------------o-~--------------------------o-----~------ 

G P s ~ s i n g n r o m ~ p r € ? c i s e C 1 a c k a n d ~ ~  
(--PACE- V. 3.0-1994-32-1s) 

------------------w-------.-.-------------------------------------------- 

M e  : data/algo3410 . 940 DataRate: 3 0 s e c .  
Statim: algo UZS-rn 883160 PAEX, -te : 7/12/1994 
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w - - - - ~ ~ ~ L L ~ - - - - - - . - - - . - ~ - I ~ ~ ~ U ~ I U I ~ I I  

smmLm3 ARC RiwERESIIXPSfÇ 
Pm# S n m T l M E  =!mm #msv #RJCIr1 AU; RMS 

(hr:mn:ss) (hh:mn:ss) a (ml (a 
----~I~~~~~~-~----o-.-----o--UI~--L--L---CL-----o---------~~---..~-------- 

1 16: 4: .O 22:50:30.0 767 79 2.10 14.99 



If the LONG output option is selected, an epoch by epoch positioning report is inserted 

pior to the final block of information summarizing the processing results. For each 

epoch processed a record is generated showing the time of fix (year/month/day 

hour:minute:seconds) and the PRNs of the satellites involved. It is followed by 

statements on the satellite's respective ephemeris time (hour:rninute), azimuth (degrees), 

elevation (degrees), tropospheric delay (metres), ionospheric delay (metres), relativity 

effect (metres), rotation rate delay (metres) and pseudorange residual (metres). GDOP 

factor and corrections to the initial position (metres) and clock (nanoseconds) are also 

displayed. 



GPSPACE SUMMARY FILE OUTPUT 
(LONG print code option) 

5.2 GPSPACE Position FiIe 

When processing data with GPSPACE, a new position and receiver clock offset estimate 

is obtained at each epoch when 4 or more satellites are observed. For each position 

determination, a record is output to a position file and contains the time tag in the form of 

year, month, day, hour, minutes, second, the GDOP factor (a measure of the satellite 

geometry), the standard deviation of the pseudorange residuals (SDRES), the ellipsoidal 

latitude (LATDD, LATMN, LATSS) and longitude (LONDD, LONMN, LONSS) in 

degrees, minutes, seconds and height (HGT) in metres. Differences in metres with 

respect to the initial coordinates as entered in the command file (DLAT, DLON, DHGT) 

for the epoch determination follow. Finally, precision estimates for the ellipsoidal 

components of the position (SDLAT, SALON, SDHGT) and receiver clock offset 

(CLKOS) in nanoseconds are included. The output coordinates are in the reference 

system selected in the command file. In addition, the height computed is a height above 

the reference ellipsoid. To obtain an elevation above mean sea level (also called 

orthometric height) the Geoid undulation must be applied. This value, in Canada, varies 

from -50 to +10 meters depending on the geographic location. Software QUAD available 



from the Geodetic Survey Division allows to compute this value based on the GSD91 

Geoid model, 

6.0 How to Best Take Advantage of GPSPACE Options 

GPSPACE allows for two main mode of operation when processing GPS data. In its 

basic mode, GPSPACE does single point positioning using observed single or dual 

frequency pseudoranges and broadcast ephemerides without the need for extemal data. 

The accuracy expected from an instantaneous position under this mode is as stated in the 

Standard Positioning Service Policy of the U.S. Department of Defense. The SPS is 



planned to provide the capability for horizontal positioning accuracy within 100 m 

(2drms, 95% probability) and vertical positioning accuracy within 140 metres (95% 

probability) under good satellite geometry (GDOP 1 3). This accuracy can be improved 

to a few meter level for those operating in static mode if the positions are average over an 

extended period of time i.e. 12 to 24 hours, in which case some of the errors introduced in 

the positioning are randomized. However, the advantage of GPSPACE is to be able to 

improve the positioning accuracy by using precise ephemerides and satellite clock 

corrections provided by the CACS. As stated earlier the instantaneous accuracy 

achievable in this mode can be in the order of 1 to 10 meter RMS and will depend on the 

quality of receiver (measurement noise), the potential for multipath at the site and the 

geometry of the satellite constellation. Again, those operating in a static mode can 

further improved their positioning accuracy and reliability by averaging their positions 

over a longer period (1 to 4 hours) to reduce those errors introduced by the receiver noise 

and multipath. Finally, there are a few of the options from the command files that can be 

changed to better fit the conditions under which the data was collected. This chapter 

indicates how to set these various options to best take advantage of GPSPACE. 

6.1 Dual Frequency GPS Observations Without External Data 

If duaI-frequency GPS observations, in RINEX, were to be processed with broadcast 

ephemerides to compute the station position, the following command file could be used 

for input. 



- 
No External Data 

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS WERE SELECTED IN FILE gpspace.cmd 

1. FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS (1 =L 1,2=~2,3=~3) 
2. PRINT CODE ( 1 =SHORT,2=LONG) 
3. MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT (l=RNX,2=STD) 
4. EPHEMERIS TYPE (l=BCST,2=SP3) 
S. APPLY CLOCK CORRECTIONS (l=N0,2=YES) 
6. FILTER RANGE OBSERVATIONS (1 =N0,2=YES) 
7. APPLY IONOSPHERIC MODEL (1 =N0,2=YES) 
8. REFERENCE SYSTEM (l=NAD83,2=WGS84,3=ITRF) 
9. PSEUDO-RANGE S.D. (m) 
10. LATITUDE (deg,+N) or ECEF X COORDINATE (m) 
1 1. LONGITUDE (deg,+E) or ECEF Y COORDINATE (m) 
12. HEIGHT (m) or ECEF Z COORDINATE (m) 
13. ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) 
14. CUTOFF ELEVATION (deg) 
15. GDOP CUTOFF 

L3 
SHORT 
RNX 
BCST 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NAD 
1.000 
45.956 
-78.07 1 
200.858 
.IO0 
10.000 
7.000 

Here, the L3 option is selected to take advantage of the second frequency to correct the 

ionospheric delay. Note that the L2 option is rarely selected, it is used to process the 

code observations on the L2 frequency only and may be advantageous only when Anti- 

Spoofing (AS) is not in place or with those receiver that recover full accuracy of the P 

code under AS. NO satellite clock corrections are applied and the code observations are 

NOT filtered with the carrier phases. In this case option 6 to filter range observations 

could be set to yes to improve the range measurements, however, the improvement would 

be unnoticeable because of the larger errors caused by selective availability. Since the 

ionospheric free L3 observation is processed, NO single-layer ionospheric mode1 needs to 

be input. Lines 10 to 13 give initial receiver ellipsoidal coordinates and antenna height 

above the marker. Line 14 and 15 Say not to include observations to satellites below 10 

degrees elevation and to reject position fixes with GDOPs greater than 7 in the 

computation of the session mean position. 



6.2 Single-Frequency GPS Observations Without External Data 

If single-frequency GPS observation in RINEX were to be processed with broadcast 

ephemerides to compute the station position, the following command files could be used 

for input. 

GPSPACE COMMAND FILE - SINGLE-FREQUENCY DATA 
No External Data 

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS WERE SELECTED IN FILE gps-pace.cmd 

1. FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS (1 =L 1 , 2 = ~ 2 , 3 = ~ 3 )  
2. PRINT CODE (l=SHORT,Z=LONG) 
3. MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT (I=RNX,S=STD) 
4. EPHEMERIS TYPE ( 1 =BCST,2=SP3) 
5 .  APPLY CLOCK CORRECTIONS ( 1 =N0,2=YES) 
S. FILTER RANGE OBSERVATIONS ( 1 =N0,2=YES) 
7. APPLY IONOSPHERIC MODEL ( l=NO,S=YES) 
3. REFERENCE SYSTEM (l=NAD83,2=WGS84,3=1TRF) 
3. PSEUDO-RANGE S.D. (m) 
10. LATITUDE (deg,+N) or ECEF X COORDINATE (m) 
1 1. LONGITUDE (deg,+E) or ECEF Y COORDINATE (m) 
12. HEIGHT (m) or ECEF Z COORDINATE (m) 
13. ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) 
14. CUTOFF ELEVATION (deg) 
15. GDOP CUTOFF 

L3 
SHORT 
RNX 
BCST 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NAD 
1.000 
45.956 
-78.07 1 
200.858 
.IO0 
10.000 
7.000 

Here, the L1 option is selected because data is available only from one frequency, NO 

satellite clock corrections are applied and the code observations are not filtered with the 

carrier phases. In this case option 6 to filter range observations could not be used as dual 

frequency data is required for that option to work. Since we are processing with no 

extemal data, NO single-layer ionospheric mode1 needs to be input. Lines 10 to 13 give 

initial receiver ellipsoidal coordinates and antenna height above the marker. Line 14 and 

15 Say not to include observations to satellites below 10 degrees elevation and to reject 

position fixes with GDOPs greater than 7 in the computation of the session mean 

position. 



6.3 Dual Frequency GPS Observations with Precise Ephemerides and Clocks 

Precise satellite ephemerides and clocks are computed daily from the CACS network and 

stored in files that are available from the Geodetic Survey Division (GSD). When 

operating a single GPS receiver, users may recover differential positioning precisions and 

link directly into the CACS reference frame by using the precise satellite ephemerides 

and clock files. To set up GPSPACE to process dual-frequency GPS observations in 

RINEX using precise ephemerides and clocks, the user would specify in the command 

file that precise ephemerides and clocks are to be used (options 4 and 5) and provide the 

name of the precise ephemerides and satellite dock files acquired from GSD when 

prompted. The following command files could be used for input. 

GPSPACE COMMAND FILE - DUAL FICEQUENCY DATA 
Precise Ephemerides And Clocks Used 

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS WERE SELECTED IN FILE gps-pace.cmd 

1. FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS (1 =L 1,2=L2,3=L3) 
2. PRINT CODE (1 =SHORT,2=LONG) 
3. MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT (1 =RNX,S=STD) 
4. EPHEMERIS TYPE (1=BCST,2=SP3) 
S. APPLY CLOCK CORRECTIONS (1 =N0,2=YES) 
6. FILTER RANGE OBSERVATIONS (I=N0,2=YES) 
7. APPLY IONOSPHERTC MODEL (l=N0,2=YES) 
8. REFERENCE SYSTEM ( l=NAD83,2=WGS84,3=ITRF) 
9. PSEUDO-RANGE S.D. (m) 
10. LATITUDE (deg,+N) or ECEF X COORDINATE (m) 
1 1. LONGITUDE (deg,+E) or ECEF Y COORDINATE (m) 
12. HEIGHT (m) or ECEF Z COORDINATE (m) 
13. ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) 
14. CUTOFF ELEVATION (deg) 
15. GDOP CUTOFF 

L3 
SHORT 
RNX 
SP3 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NAD 
1 .O00 
45.956 
-78.07 1 
200.858 
.IO0 
10.000 
7.000 

Here, the L3 option is selected to take advantage of the second frequency to correct the 

ionospheric delay. Note that the L2 option is rarely selected, it is used to process the 

code observations on the L2 frequency only and may be advantageous only when Anti- 

Spoofing (AS) is not in place or with those receiver that recover full accuracy of the P 



code under AS. Option 4 is set to MES to apply satellite clock corrections. In this sample 

the code observations are NOT filtered with the carrier phases (option 6), however, 

because dual-frequency is available, the option could be set to yes to improve the range 

measurements. Since the ionospheric free L3 observation is processed, NO single-layer 

ionospheric mode1 needs to be input. Lines 10 to 13 give initial receiver ellipsoidal 

coordinates and antenna height above the marker. Line 14 and 15 say not to include 

observations to satellites below 10 degrees elevation and to reject position fixes with 

GDOPs greater than 7 in the computation of the session mean position. 

6.4 Single-Frequency GPS Observations with Precise Ephemerides and Clocks 

To set up GPSPACE to process single-frequency GPS observation in RINEX using 

precise ephemerides and clocks, the user would specifj in the command file that precise 

ephemerides and clocks are to be used (options 4 and 5) and provide the name of the 

precise ephemerides and satellite clock files acquired from GSD when prompted. The 

following comrnand file could be used for input. 

GPSPACE COMMAND FILE - SINGLE-FREQUENCY DATA 
Precise Ephemerides And Clocks Used 

II THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS WERE SELECTED IN FILE gps-pace.cmd 

1. FREQUENCIES TO PROCESS ( l=L 1 ,2=~2 ,3=~3)  
2. PRINT CODE (l=SHORT,2=LONG) 
3. MEASUREMENT FILE FORMAT (l=RNX,2=STD) 
4. EPHEMERIS TYPE (l=BCST,2=SP3) 
5. APPLY CLOCK CORRECTIONS (l=NO,Z=YES) 
6. FILTER RANGE OBSERVATIONS (l=N0,2=YES) 
7. APPLY IONOSPHERIC MODEL (l=N0,2=YES) 
8. REFERENCE SYSTEM (l=NAD83,2=WGS84,3=ITRF) 
9. PSEUDO-RANGE S.D. (m) 
10. LATITUDE (deg,+N) or ECEF X COORDINATE (m) 
1 1. LONGITUDE (deg,+E) or ECEF Y COORDINATE (m) 
12. HEIGHT (m) or ECEF Z COORDINATE (m) 
13. ANTENNA HEIGHT (m) 
14. CUTOW ELEVATION (deg) 
15. GDOP CUTOFF 

L3 
SHORT 
RNX 
SP3 
E S  
NO 
NO 
NAD 
1 .O00 
45 .956 
-78.07 1 
200.858 
.IO0 
10.000 
7. OOl) 



Here, the L1 option is selected since only the data from one frequency is available (L2 

and L3 option are not applicable for single-frequency data). Option 4 is set to YES to 

apply satelIite clock corrections. The code observations are NOT filtered with the carrier 

phases (option 6) since dual frequency data is required for that option to work. NO 

single-layer ionospheric mode1 is input (this option is provided for future use as the 

single-layer mode1 based on CACS observation is still in development). Lines 10 to 13 

give initial receiver ellipsoidal coordinates and antenna height above the marker. Line 14 

and 15 Say not to include observations to satellites below 10 degrees elevation and to 

reject position fixes with GDOPs greater than 7 in the computation of the session rnean 

position. 

6.5 Other Options 

Some options are available in GPSPACE to best take advantage of your data and relate to 

some of the screening that is perforrned with GPSPACE processing. These are option 9: 

"Pseudorange standard deviation", option 14: "Cutoff elevation" and option 15: "GDOP 

cutoff". These are set by default respectively to 1 metre, 10 degrees and 7. This 

configuration will generally be adequate with good quality data but could be changed to 

better fit the conditions under which the data was collected. 

As indicated in section 4.2 the pseudorange standard deviation option allows the user to 

provide an estimate of the quality (standard deviation) of the input pseudorange 

observations. This variable is used to reject outliers from the processing using a 3 sigma 

check on the epoch residuals when more than four satellites have been observed. With a 

resource type receiver (low cost) it is expected that the code resolution will be poorer. If 

this value is set to a value lower than the general quality of the observations, pseudo- 



ranges may get rejected as being outliers without really being ones. Although this 

filtering will not screen out pseudorange observations below the required minimum of 

four, if the standard deviation set to low, it may result that less than the required 

minimum of observations are left for the computation of a position for this epoch when 

some of the other filterings are applied. Therefore, depending on the quality of the 

receiver, it may be advisable to increase this value to 3 meters or even to 5 meters if the 

data is very noisy. If run at a high value, the user can always bring it back down in a 

subsequent run of the same data once he has had the opportunity to check the data quality 

in the position file (.pos) and in the summary output (mm). 

The default cutoff elevation of 10 degree is widely used in any GPS processing software. 

Using satellite observations at a lower elevation is usually not optimum due to the 

increased tropospheric delay that affect these observations. The tropospheric delay being 

one the most difficult error source to model. However is some case it may be more 

advantageous to use these lower elevation satellite observation (using a cut off vlaue of 5 

or even O degrees) rather then not having enough observations to compute the position. 

This is particularly true at higher latitudes where a lot of the satellites will be visible only 

at low elevations or with those receivers that track only four satellites. On the other hand, 

for receivers that track 6 or more satellites it may be advantageous to raise the cut off 

elevation angle to 15 or 20 degrees to eliminate those of observations that are more 

affected by ionospheric delays. The sumrnary output (.surn) provides information 

concerning the nurnber of rejection of observation for low elevation. More specific 

information, epoch by epoch is provided if the LONG output option is selected. 

The GDOP cut off option contrary to the two previous one affects only the mean position 

provided in the summary file and does not affect the independent epoch by epoch 

positions contained in the position file (.pas). It allows for the rejection of positions that 



were estimated under poor satellite geometry when the average position is computed. 

For instance, if a data set was collected over a short period and the geometry was 

relatively poor, the user may want to increase this GDOP cut off to a higher value in 

order to have the mean position based on a greater number of fixes. On the other hand, if 

data was collected over a long period of time, the user may want to keep only the position 

determinations under the best geometry by using a lower GDOP cutoff value. Again, the 

position file (.pos) provides the GDOP value for each epoch, the user can then adjust the 

cutoff value to be more representative of the data set keeping in mind that best accuracies 

are achieved under good geometry i.e. low GDOP. 

Obviously these options are inter-related. By lowering the pseudo-range standard 

deviation you keep the best observations but run the risk of lowering your number of 

observation per epoch to the minimum, which will also affect the geometry. By changing 

the cut off e1evation you also gain or lose additional observations which will affect the 

quality of the observations as well as the geornetry. A good balance in these values has 

to be reached and these may not be applicable to al1 data sets. The user has to carry out a 

certain amount of analysis from a preliminary run with GPSPACE in order to select the 

values that wiIl be optimal for the quality of observations being processed. 

7. GPSPACE Positioning Capabilities 

The following sections show actual GPSPACE processing results to demonstrate the 

advantage of using precise ephemerides and clock corrections for improved positioning 

accuracies. Sorne of the limitations are also discussed. 



7.1 Point Positioning with Broadcast Ephemerides 

Figures 1 & 2 show the differences in horizontal and vertical components with respect to 

the known coordinates for station St. John's on May 25, 1994. Independent 30 second 

position estimates were computed over a 24 hour period. The positions presented here 

were taken from the .pos ASCII file created by GPSPACE. Obviously, during the day a 

number of different satellite combinations of varying geometry were used. The mean 

position was derived from 2828 independent estimates. The variations around the mean 

position (RMS) of each independent epoch determination are 23 metres in latitude, 44 

metres in longitude and 44 metres in height. The mean position over the 24 hours is 

within 5 metres of the known position of St. John's. 
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Figure 1. St Johnk Horizontal Cornponents 
BROADCAST EPHEMERIDES & CLOCKS 
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Figure 2. St Johnk Verücai Component 
BROADCAST EPHEMERIDES & CLOCKS ' 

7.2 Point Positioning with Precise Ephemerides and Clocks 

Figures 3 & 4 show the differences in horizontal and vertical components with respect to 

known coordinates for station St. John's on May 25, 1994, after applying CACS precise 

satellite ephemerides and clocks. Independent 30 second position estimates were 

computed over a 24 hour period. The mean position was derived from 2828 independent 

estimates. The variations around the mean position (RMS) of each independent epoch 

determination are 39 centimetres in latitude, 28 centimetres in longitude and 68 

centimetres in height. The mean position over the 24 hours differs by 25 centimeters 

from the known position of St. John's. 



Figure 3. Çt John's Horizontal Compormnt 
SATELLITE CLOCK CORRECTIONS APPLIED 

Figure 4. St John's vertical Comp~ient 
SATELLITE CLOCK CORRECTIONS APPLIED 



7.3 Receiver Quality Impact 

The section above has given a brief summary of GPSPACE positioning capabilities. 

From the two modes of processing used to determine the position of St. John's, we have 

seen the precisions of our determinations improve from about 100 metres with the use of 

broadcast ephemerides and clocks to sub-metre when the precise satellite ephemerides 

and clocks were applied. 

In that demonstration, high-precision dual-frequency code receivers were used. Since the 

achievable positioning accuracy is a direct function of the receiver measurement noise, 

users of lower quality receivers (single frequency, poor code resolution) will experience 

lower positioning accuracies. 

To demonstrate the wide range of positioning precisions that can be obtained with sirnilar 

data sets, 1 second observations frorn a high quality single-frequency receiver was first 

processed using GPS broadcast orbits and clocks. During the 25 minute time segment 

considered, the RMS of the variations about the mean in latitude, longitude and height 

were 22, 15 and 65 metres. In this instance, positioning was affected mainly by SA 

(errors in broadcast orbit and effects of satellite clock dither) which caused positions to 

Vary systematically with respect to time. 

Secondly, precise CACS ephemerides and clocks were used for positioning with 

pseudorange observations from a low quality GPS receiver. The RMS of the variations 

in latitude, longitude and height were reduced to 7.2,6.4 and 13 metres. A more random 

distribution of positions about the mean resulted from the removal of the systematic 

effects of SA. 



Finally, precise CACS orbits and clocks were used with pseudorange observations from 

the high quality GPS receiver mentioned above, Iowering the RMS of the variations in 

latitude, longitude and height to 0.45,0.42 and 1.5 rnetres. 

The benefits of using quality code tracking GPS receivers with CACS precise orbits and 

clocks are clearly illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. This short analysis shows the wide range 

of precisions that can be obtained with sirnilar data and emphasizes the need to assess the 

quality of the GPS equipment before performing a survey. 
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7.4 Multipath Errors 

Another type of error that may be introduced in GPS positioning which cannot be 

rninirnized by differential GPS is site multipath. Multipath originates from the radio 

signal of a particular satellite reaching the receiving antenna dong different trajectories. 

It is caused by nearby reflective surfaces and can introduce positioning errors of several 

metres. In order to minimize this problem, the area within at least 50 metres of the GPS 

receiver antenna should be free of artificial structures, particularly metal walls or fences, 

or natural reflective surfaces. Since multipath effects tend to randomize as satellite 

geometry changes, an extended tracking period or repeated observations under a changed 

constellation will reduce the degradation through averaging and should be considered 

whenever the proxirnity of reflective surfaces cannot be avoided. 

8.0 Testing Gps Equipment With Gpspace 

As mentioned in 5.1, GPSPACE cornputes, for each epoch, the difference between the 

estimated ellipsoidal coordinates and the initial values (as entered in the comrnand file) in 

metres and stores them in the .pos file. When operating a static mode, it is possible to use 

the variation of these differences with respect to time to assess the quality of the 

independent position determinations and therefore obtain a good estimate of the accuracy 

achievable with a particular receiver. When observing at station with known coordinates, 

a cornparison can be carried out directly by specifying the known coordinates as initial 

coordinates in the command file. To facilitate the viewing of the .pos by standard 

spreadsheet or graphics applications, a tab character separates each field of each record. 

Users are encouraged to analyze the GPSPACE position output at a known location in 

static mode to verify the quality of their results. If known coordinates are not available, 

the mean position over an extended period of observation (12 to 24 hours) could be used 



as the initial coordinates. When occupying known control stations to validate equipment 

and procedures, care must be given to assure compatibility of the coordinate systems used 

for cornparison. 

9.0 Program Limitations 

Presently GPSPACE can apply corrections only to observations that are contained 

within one day (UT) i.e. between 00:OO and 24:OO UT. If the user processes data 

from a file than span a day cross over, only the observations that correspond to the 

daily clock file used will be processed, the remaining observations will be ignored. 

As an interim solution to that limitation, the observation file spanning two days can 

be processed in two consecutive runs using respectively the daily clock file 

corresponding to each day of observation. The output files from the first run will 

have to be renamed before the second run so they don't get overwritten. 

The position results (mean position) output in the summary file (.sum,) is meaningful 

only for data observed at one station in static mode. If the RINEX observation file 

contains observations collected at more than one station, which is acceptable in the 

RINEX format, the name for the first station encountered in the observation file will 

be output in the s u m q  file but the mean position will be computed from al1 the 

position determinations regardless of which station the data cornes from. On the 

other hand, the position file (.pos) which contains independent epoch by epoch 

. positioning results, will still provide correct positions although no site identifier will 

be present to indicate to which station the results correspond. The user can in this 

case use the time tag of observations against those of the position file to identify the 

station involved. In the case of kinematic data (moving platform), again the mean 

position is rather meaningless since it provides an average of al1 position 



determinations (note that the RMS will be abnormally large), however, the position 

file will provide the continuous positions of the moving platform, epoch by epoch. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The deployment of continuously operating GPS tracking stations within Active Control 

Systems has lead to the development of efficient quality control procedures. "Canada's 

Active Control System - Data Acquisition and Validation" has demonstrated he ability to 

perform GPS data validation at the station level in observation space without GPS 

orbital information. This allows users to isolate problems with their receiving equipment, 

detect gaps and cycle slips in the carrier phase observables, estimate pseudorange 

multipath levels and monitor ionospheric activity. By carrying out data validation in 

position space , users can in addition assess receiver clock behavior and monitor GPS and 

station performance and integrity. 

Through international cooperation, GPS tracking data acquired by regional Active 

Control Systems and integrated into a global tracking network lead to the production of 

precise GPS satellite orbits and clocks. With the availability of these products and 

appropriate point positioning software, enhanced positioning precision can be achieved 

globally by users operating a single GPS receiver. Using quality receivers, this approach, 

explained in "Precise Positioning with a Difference", offers single epoch positioning at a 

precision level of one metre or better to satisfy a wide range of spatial referencing 

requirements. 

For Active Control Systems to reach their potential and offer precise positioning to a 

diverse community there must be consideration given to the needs of various user groups. 

A group of particular interest is Geographical Information Systerns (GIS) users who may 

which to satisfy their positioning requirements with the GPS/ACS combination. In 

"Positions for GIS : Getting them Right the First Time , various approaches to GPS 

positioning were analyzed and inter-compared and their relative rnerits were surnmarized. 



GPS limitations were addressed, consideration was given to the GPS coordinate system 

and its relationship to existing control, reference system differences were shown and 

recommendations made to insure optimal efficiency and accuracy when using GPS for 

GIS. GPS is a tremendously powerful, efficient and effective positioning tool, when used 

on his own. Its combination to ACS technology already provides a new level of precision 

that is progressively becoming the standard in positioning and navigation. 
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